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ABSTRACT

This reportoffers perspectives on the future of the electric utility industry. These perspectives

will be used in further researchto assess the prospects for IntegratedResource Planning

(IRP). The perspectives are developed first by ex_Jmini_geconomic, political andregulatory,

societal, technological, and environmentaltrendsthat are (1) nationaland global in scope and

(2) directly relatedto the electric utility industry. Major nationaland global trends include

increasingglobal economic competition, increasingpolitical and ethnic strife, rapidly changing

technologies, and increasingworldwide concern aboutthe environment.Majortrends in the

utility industry include increasingcompetition in generation; changingpatternsof electricity

demand; increasing use of informationtechnology to control power systems; and increasing

implementationof environmentalcontrols. Ways in which the national and global trends may

directly affect the utility industry are also explored.

The trends are used to constructthree global and national scenarios--"business as usual,"

"technotopiafuture," and "fortress state"--and three electric utility scenarios--"frozen in

headlights," "megaelectric," and "discomania." The scenarios are designed to be thought-

provoking descriptionsof potential futures, not predictions of the future, although three key

variables are identified that will have significant impacts on which future evolves--global

climate change, utility technologies, and competition. While emphasis needs to be placed on

understandingthe electric utility scenarios, the interactionsbetween the two sets of scenarios

is also of interest.

For example, a radically decentralizedelectric utility industry(discomania) is compatible with

all three global scenarios. However, the currentutility situation, as described in the frozen-in-

headlights scenario, is unlikely to exist in a global world characterizedby heightened

environmental concerns andgoals for extreme energy efficiency (as described in the

technotopiascenario) or characterizedby destructive competition and grim social conditions

(as described in the fortress-statescenario).
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The ramificationsfor IRPdiffer widely across the scenarios. In the technotopia-megaelectric

future, for example, IRP would still be guidedby public utility commission (PUC)-type

agencies and prepared by "the" utility, albeit a much larger entity, on average. However, the

IRPs would probably encompass longer planninghorizons, stress environmental factors much

more, need to handleuncertaintyandrisk better, and include more citizen involvement. In the

fortress-state/discomania future, IRPs could be little more than financia[ statements concerning

the viability of companies providing electricity products.

It is recommendedthat futureefforts to improve IRP assumethat it will be of use and value

in &,efuture. It is also recommended, among other things, that efforts focus on IRP and

competition, improvingcitizen involvement in IRP, developing IRPs from the inputs of

multiple parties, the PUCs role in future global and utility scenarios, new public interests in

the scenarios which may result in new ideas about IRF and regulation in general, and

improving and updating the scenarios contained in the report.



INTRODUCTION

This research was supportedby the Departmentof Energy's Integrated Resource Planning

(IRP) Program. IRP is a frameworkin which all power resources, including demand-side

management (DSM), are evaluatedagainst each other to develop resourceoptions that balance

supply and demand factors. In 1989, there were 14 states with IRP programs; by 1991, there

were 20 (Mitchell 1992); and in 1993, 30 states requiredIRP (Hocker 1993).

Several other factors have contributedto the increased use of IRP.

• In many states IRP is a means for considering environmentaldamages of supply

options and identifying conservation measuresthat are cost-effective alternatives.'

• IRP can provide for regulator involvement in utilities' resource selections in the

planning stage ratherthan relying only on review after the fact.

• IRP's provision for public participationin utility resource decisions e_oys

political favor (Johnson 1992).

• The Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EP Act) encourages IRP adoption.:

The goal of this research is to assess the role of IRP in the electric utility industry of the

future. This is a challenging assignment because the electric utility industry is facing acute

pressures for change and because IRP is a complex process that involves numerous

stakeholders. Thus, as a first task, this report develops perspectives on the future of the

electric utility industry of the future and uses these observations to develop a set of research

recommendationsdesigned to enhance IRP's value in the future.

Briefly, since the early 1990s, it appears that there is wide agreementwithin the industry that

the major change factor facing the industry is competition in generation. What effect this and
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other change factors will have on the ultimate structureof the industry--andthus, on IRP--is

unclear becausemany of the change factors act in contradictoryfashions.

The problem is that competition and monopolies are fundamentallyincompatible. Trends of

competition in generation threatenutility monopolies. Will competition in generation grow

and move on to transmission and distribution,leading to a disintegratedelectric power

industry7 Will factors coalesce to reinforce the utility monopolies and ultimately produce

even larger, multiregionalutilities? Will the change factors negate each other to such an

extent that the currentutility industrywill remainvirtually unchanged, frozen in time7

These are key questionsfacing the electric utility industryas it heads into the twenty-first

century. It is not the purposeof this reportto answer these questions or to makepredictions

about the future industry;rather, this report explores these possible futures and imagines what

IRP might be like in these futures. If IRP needs to change character in the future--for

example, by increasing citizen involvement or handling longer time horizons--then research

on such issues is needed now so that new processes, methods, andtools will be ready when

needed.

This report explores the future of the industryfrom two viewpoints. The first viewpoint

focuses on the utility industry itself. The second viewpoint examines the utility industry in the

light of wider national and global trends that can profoundlyaffect the industry. The

globalization of our economy is having profoundeffects on our society, and the concomitant

increase in business competition is exerting pressurefor greater competition and efficiency in

electricity supply. The political and social fabric of our nation is facing turmoil and the

turmoil wrought by the changingobligations and roles of utilities appearsas a microcosm of

these wider changes. Heightening environmental concern is a major political and social issue

that is shaping all economic enterprises,particularly energy-relatedones. For these and other

reasons, a comprehensive scoping of the electric utility industryof the future needs to

encompass trends at the national and global scale.

This report adopts a structureadvocatedby Schwartz (1991) as useful for thinking about the

future. The first five sections summarize trends in five key areas: economics, politics and
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regulation, society, technology, andthe environment.The five categories of trends are further

divided by whether they are outside or within the utility industry.That is, each section is

divided into two sections, one for global and national trends, the other for trends within the

utility industry. Global and nationaltrends are also relatedto their potential impactson the

utility industry. Thus, this chapterfollows a logic whereby utility trends are presented within

a larger picture of national and internationaltrends.

Section 6 uses the observations on trends to build three global/national scenarios (Sect. 6.1)

and three future electric utility industryscenarios (Sect. 6.2). The scenarios are presented in

order to organize and present the trendsand their potential effects in a meaningful way.

Section 6.3 examines consistencies and inconsistencies between the three global/national

scenarios and the three utility scenarios. IRP is discussed separately in Sect. 6.4 to foster a

deeper understandingof the relationshipsbetween global and national change factors, change

within the utility industry, and IRP issues.

Section 7 concludes with researchrecommendationsto determinethe future needs,

opportunities, and challenges faced by IRP.

s,s
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1. TRENDS DRIVEN BY ECONOMIC FACTORS

This section discusses anddocumentsglobal/national andutility trends that have come about

due to economic factors. A common theme of both sections is increasingcompetition. The

discussion on global andnational economic trends is presentedfirst, followed by the

discussion on economic trends within the utility industry.

1.1 GLOBAL AND NATIONAL ECONOMIC TRENDS

The major economic trend that is affecting both the United States and other countries is global

economic competition. The national economies of the developed world--which include the

economic successes of the Pacific Rim countriesand, to a lesser degree, developing

countries-- are becoming increasinglyintertwinedin complex business relationships andtrade

patterns.This trend is both led and manifestedby the growth of multinational corporations.

Reich (1991) argues that in the globally competitive economy there are no U.S. companies;

the multinationalscan move people, manufacturingfacilities, ideas, and products anywhere in

the world, dependingon the calculations of competitive advantage. He also argues that for

U.S. citizens to compete in this environment, the nation needs to have a world-class

infrastructure, composed both of traditionalitems such as roads, bridges, power systems, etc.,

as well as more innovative items such aspeople andtelecommunicationssystems. According

to Toffler (1990), economic power in the twenty-first centurywill flow from knowledge, not

military might or even financial resources. A people-based, knowledge-oriented national

infrastructuredescribes succinctly one potential, favorable future for the United States.

The globally competitive environment, combined with advances in information technology and

changes in society, is also prompting major changes in organizations and employment. Handy

(1989) states that organizations are moving quickly away from the command-and-control,

centralized, and bureaucraticstructures that date back to the late nineteenth century. The new

organizations,he says, resemble shamrocks; a small centralcore is serviced by contractors,

and the contractorsby subcontractors,etc. The core is less burdenedwith employee



commitments and can drawon contractorsupportwhen needed. The core can also manage

several separatebut intrinsicallyrelated businesses in a federationof business centers. Most

major U.S.-based organizations are downsizing, in part due to firms, moving to the shamrock

model.

Downsizing is also due in partto the loss of jobs to overseas companies, mainly in the

manufacturingsector. For example, Wilson (1993) points out that "the Fortune 500

companies have shed 3.7 million jobs, almost 1 of every 4, in the past ten years." These lost

jobs are not being replacedby similar jobs, in termsof skills requiredor pay levels. Thus, as

noted by Shor (1992), the American workforce is becoming bifurcated;a small but growing

parthave no employment, and a large part are working more hours than at any time this

century in order to keep their jobs. She also describes how pressures of health care costs both

keep employees at their jobs for fear of losing benefits and keep employers from hiring new

employees becauseof the extra benefit costs.

If one combines te:hnology, careerism, the chronically unemployed, global competition, a

"sea change" in organizations, and overwork and fear in the workplace, one has drawn a

pictureof a rapidly changing, pressurized, anxiety-drivennational and internationaleconomy.

Without doubt, this environmentis producing new goods and services at an ever-increasing

pace. However, one must ask whether p_ple have the time and state of mind to _enjoy"

these advances or whether, as Shor argues, ox,_rworkand personal debt act to diminish such

enjoyment. Futureeconomic trends may well dependupon how these majorquestions play

out.

Thesepowerful national and global economic trends have directly affected the utility industry.

For example, the globalizationof economic activities has opened new markets for investments

in electricity generationfacilities in partsof the world where (1) demand is rapidly growing

(in particularSoutheast Asia), (2) electric industryprivatizationinitiatives are underway

(e.g., the United Kingdomand Eastern Europe), and(3) new generationtechnology is needed

(e.g., the former Eastern Block countries). "At least 11 investor-owned utilities, as well as a

numberof rural cooperatives, are engaged in internationalutility development projects"



(WashingtonInternationalEnergy Group 1993). Indeed, even U.S. nonutility generators

(NUGs) will be competing with U.S utilities for foreign markets (Meade and Poirier 1992).3

Also, the fact that developing countrieshave gained comparativeadvantagesin many mining

and manufacturingactivities while information services have become more important in

developed countries (Wilson 1993)has led to the decline of many electricity consumption

industries in the United States (Faruqui and Broehl 1987). For example, information services

within the shamrockmodel structurerely heavily on computers, faxes, modems, and other

electronic technologies. These businesses may hold greaterpotential for electricity load

growth than heavy industry due to the comparativeadvantage of these U.S. firms in the global

economy. Indeed, a study by the Edison Electric Institute (EEl) shows losses in electricity

sales to the industrial sector are expected to come close to being madeup by gains in the

commercial sector.

Global economic competition will create pressures for lower electricity prices. Definitely,

electricity-intensive industrieswill argue that in order to be competitive, they will need to pay

less for electricity and have more reliable access to power. These arguments are already being

played out in the labor markets. Companies can take these arguments to the utilities and also

to the Public Utility Commissions (PUCs). Companies are already asking for local energy

subsidies in order to maintain jobs in an area or to locate new facilities. Given the global

economy, PUCs and Utilitiesmay as easily have these discussions with U.S.-based companies

as with European or Japanese companies.

How the United States. fares in global markets will have a great impact on electricity demand.

This is because the rate of economic growth affects electricity demand. EEl demonstratesthat

economic growth exerts a significantly more powerful effect on electricity demand than

structuralchanges in the economy or even drastic changes in populationgrowth (Boroush and

Stern 1990a). EEI (1994) predicts a slightly lower than 1% change in electricity demand from

a 1% change in economic growth and 1.8% growth in electricity demand from 1990 to 2010.

Unfortunately, how successfully the United States will compete in theglobal arena is

unknown. Certain sectors that now compete successfully, such as computersand other



informationtechnologies, may be overtaken.On the other hand, one should not ignore the

potential for remaining U.S. manufacturingindustriesto become expanding marketsfor

electricity sales. U.S. manufacturingfirms will need to compete with firms in developing

countries, and electrificationcan lower productioncosts (FaruquiandBroehl 1987). .

Lastly, utilities will also be faced with difficult organizational and employment decisions. It

will be hard for utilities to not follow business practicesevolving in other industrieswith

respect to downsizing, outsourcing, and limiting new hires because of benefits costs. Indeed,

many utilities are alreadydownsizing. On the other hand, such practices, while possibly a

necessary evil in truly competitive industries,seem to be out of place for heavily regulated

organizations actingout a role in a grand "social contract." These conflicting forces could

cause anxiety and tension within utilities andbetween utilities and the public, thus

compromising the utilities' ability to performin an optimal fashion.

1.2 ECONOMIC TRENDS IN THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY

The major trend in the electric utility industry is competition in generation. One factor that

has facilitated this trendwas the passage of the Public Utility RegulatoryPolicies Act

(PURPA) in 1978, which provided that qualifyingfacilities (QFs) could sell power to utilities

at the utility's avoided costs._ In addition,the Energy Tax Act of 1978 offers tax incentives

for new NUG units that use renewableenergy. Lastly, the exempt wholesale generator (EWG)

and transmissionaccess provisions of the 1992 Energy Policy Act (EP Act) promise to further

increase competition in generation. While the EP Act is clearly a step toward more

competition in generation, how much more competition is currentlyunclearbecause the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is in the process of implementingits

provisions,s

One trend that can be seen as the resultof these laws is that utilities are increasingly acquiring

new generationresources through competitive bidding. That is, contracts for NUG power are

awarded throughcompetitive bidding amongpotential suppliers(Tenenbaum,Lock, and

Barker 1992). By 1989, 18 states had institutedsome form of competitive bidding for



acquiringnew supply (Seligson 1989), by 1991 25 had(Hamrinand Rader 1992), and by

1992, 36 states hadadoptedor were in the process of adoptingcompetitive procurement

programs (GAO 1992). At the time PURPA was passed, there was little interest in building or

purchasing power from NUG facilities (Hamrinand Rader 1992). However, as Fig. I. 1

shows, nonutUitygenerationhas been growing in recent years.

NUGs are increasing their share of the power generation market for several reasons. One

important reasonunderlying this trend is that utilities no longer enjoy a naturalmonopoly in

generation. Advances in small-scale generationtechnology have reduced the capitalcosts of

enteringthe generation market.New technologies thatuse natural gas have had the most

impact (Fig. 1.2).

On top of this, financing costs also tend to be lower for NUGs because (1) NUG projects are

more leveraged than utilities' (typically 80% debt, compared to 50%) and .(2) construction

times are lower (typically 3-4 years, compared to 5-6 years, for example, for a coal plant)

(NaUl and Belanger 1989).

Utilities' ability to compete with NUGs on price is also impaired because they cannotset their

rates, choose their customers, or refuse service. The administrativeexpenses incurredfrom

ratehearings and other requirementsof regulatoryproceduresmust also be borne by the

utility. In addition, many utilities are requiredto engage in activities to achieve social

objectives, such as assistance to low-income customersand economic or infrastructure

development, for example, by providingdiscounted electric rates or gratis energy efficiency

measures.

Another advantage NUGs have is that they are free from the risks of oversupply. Utilities

typically enter into long-term contractsto purchasepower from NUGs, and therefore bear

risks associated with future demand uncertaintiesto the extent that PUCs will disallow costs

associated with excess capacity. Also, many NUGs are industrial cogeneratorsthat may be

able to produce electricity more cheaply than utilities by virtueof utilizing the "free" heat of

their production processes. IndustrialNUGs may also have worldwide experience in building
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and operatingthese types of facilities, which gives them an experiential basis for their

competitive advantage.

In the future, the EP Act is expectedto give NUGs greaterflexibility in selecting the size,

fuel, and location of new units such that flley can exploit economies of size and advantages of

location,e This flexibility may allow NUGs to target specific wholesale purchasers,who would

be able to shop for the cheapestpower supply amonga greaternumberof competing suppliers

and over an expanded geographical area. However, there are no requirementsor incentives

embodied in the legislation to "encouragewholesale buyers to avail themselves of these new

opportunities" (Stein 1993).

Given these arguments, availabledata indicatethat utilities indeed do not appear to be

competingevenly with NUGs in the United States within the traditional rate-of-return

regulatoryenvironment.Of the nearly 13,000 MW of U.S. electricity projectswon through

competitive bidding, only 15% were won by utilities (Hamrinand Rader 1992).7

Whether this trend will continue is unclear. For example, advantages bestowed by QF status

do not appearto be the reasonthat utilities are not competitive in bids. From 1985 to 1990,

most NUG electricity was producedfor self-consumption,and self-generatorsare indifferent

to QF status. Independentpower producers (IPPs) are growing in number.By 1992, 5 IPPs

were in operationand 38 others were underdevelopment(GAO 1992). However, it could be

argued that IPPs are only filling niche markets and are basically competing among

themselves. '

From another perspective, utilities' financialsituation is difficult to predict. In the late 1980s,

they were generally in a much betterfinancial situation (mainly due to the ending of large

construction projects begun by the 1970s to meet demand that never materialized), and were

therefore expected to be relatively financially strong (Yokell and Violette 1988). Dividends

for Standard and Poor's 40 Utilities increased every year since 1952, and doubled between

1977 and 1991, although rating agencies have recently downgraded some utilities' credit

ratings.



On the positive side, it appearsthat many, but not all, utilities may be able to attract capital to

build new capacity, repowerold capacity, or managedemand as new capacity is demanded.9

The bulk of capacity additions through 2010 are projected to be utility projects (EIA 1993a).

Utilities have been rOucing risks of new generating ventures, and thereby becoming more

competitive with NUGs, by emphasizing small power units. In 1991, the average size of all

new generating units was only 137 MW. While many 200-400 MW units were planned over

the following _ years, this still represents a downsizing trend in generation facilities

(Washington International1993).

In terms of utilities' existing generation plants, the economics of these facilities suggest that

many will continue to be operated even undermuch more fierce competition. It may be a

while before any new generating technology takes hold because the total costs of today's

upcoming technologies may higher than the operating costs of existing capacity, although new

environmentalregulations could easily reverse this situation. Operating existing amortized

units, re.poweringor switching fuels for existing units, or even putting completely new units

on existing sites, may all be competitive utility ventures.1°Difficulties in siting new plants

could make these ventures even more competitive. Furthermore,repowering presents a

particularly promising opportunity for near-termutility asset building becauseutilities will not

generally be requiredto solicit competitive bids for these projects (Dasovich, Meyer, and Coe

1993).

Utilities are also tradingoff the need to build new units with demand-side management

(DSM). Meade and Roseman (1992) report: "In 1990, DSM programscut annualelectricity

use by 1.3 percentand summer peak demandby 3.7 percent... [It is estimated that] DSM

will represent21 percent of resource additions to utilities' peak capacity by 2000... [and] 7

percent of total resources,.., the equivalent of 4 percentof total generation,... [and] will

cut national summer peak 6.7 percent or 45,000 MW._

Recently, bidding proceduresfor demand-sideresources have come into use, thereby

providing a DSM market for nonutility and utility affiliate energy service companies (ESCOs).

Some 17 utilities in at least 11 states have issued solicitations for DSM bids; 12 put DSM



head-to-headwith supply options (Meade andRoseman 1992).11Thus, it appearsthat

competitive bidding can augmentutilities' selection of the least-cost mix of DSM and

generationresources.

Increasing competition in generation may lead to increases in power wheeling and greater

pressure for retail wheeling. One reason is that there is mounting evidence that increased and

more complicated power transactionson the grid are technically feasible. It may be more that

dollars instead of actualpower are wheeled, but the results will be the same. This opportunity

will "prompt businesses facing competitive pressuresto demand the opportunity to sidestep

high-priced utility services andseek out the benefits that accompany enhanced competition and

increased choice" (Dasovich, Meyer, and Coe 1993). In some areas, retail access is already a

reality, and in other areas pressures for retail access have emerged (see Textbox 1).

Four changes have been proposed to create a retail-level competitive electricity market: (1)

separating distributioncompanies from bulk power suppliers, (2) making transmission systems

into common carrierentities, (3) institutingfutures and options marketsfor electricity, and (4)

allowing consumers to shop around for their power supplies. GreatBritain is in the process of

adopting these changes, andits experience will influenceour policy. Many believe that this

should be the structureof the industryin the next century.

It should be noted that these ideas may meet significant resistance from the utilities because of

the possibility that their physical assets could be worth less or worthless, dependingon the

level of industry disintegration. In other words, utilities would face the situation where their

assets, which are substantially depreciated, would be "stranded," built for a customer base

that was assumed not to have the opportunityto abandonutility service. The value of these

assets is enormous, andutilities are likely to resist changes in the industry that would

jeopardize their existing capital base.

In any case, increasing competition is leading to major changes in utility business practice.

According to the Washington InternationalEnergy Group (1993), "more than half [of U.S.

utilities] have made what they call 'fundamentalchanges' in their way of doing



Textbox 1: Is Widespread Retail Wheeling on the Horizon?
III ill I I I lll I I

The following places have retail wheeling.

• The United Kingdom Is Implementing a common carder electricity distribution
system that will allow retail customers to select from competing suppliers.

• Pacific Gas & Electric currently provides the city of San Francisco with retail
wheeling services.

• In Georgia, four uttias have created the integrated Transmission System that
eliowa any customer with demand greater then 900 kilowatts (kW) a choice of
suppliers within the commonly owned 9dd.

• In Minnesota, the Minnesota Municipal Power Agency expects to wheel purchased
or self-generated power over the Northern States Power transmiasion system.

Evidence of the mounting pressure for retail access has manifested itself In the following
areas.

• The State of New Mexico considered and rejected legislation that would have
provided retail access.

• The Texas Public Utilities Commission (PUC) has recently Issued a rule proposing
retail wheeling as a demand-side management tool.

• The California Large Energy Consumers Association recently requested that the
state's PUC expand its study on nondiscriminatory transmission access for
generators to examine retail wheeling and self-supply wheeling. The California PUC
denied the request.

• In Washington, D.C., a Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) decision to
exclude end users from recent utility mergers' transmission provisions was
appealed to the Circuit Court. The court viewed the decision as being inconsistent
"with the position [the FERC] has taken under the Natural Gas Act in the
comparable situation involving and users by-passing e local distribution company;"
and remanded the decision to FERC for further consideration.

Burr 1992a: Desovlch, Meyer, and Coe 1993; and Tanenbaum at el. 1992.

III III
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business._ These fundamentalbusiness changes include implementingnew management

techniquesto improve profitabilityandefficiency; emphasizing small power plants,

re,powering, DSM, and customerservice activities; and directingattentionto potential markets

outside of the utility's service area. Utilities are also downsizing and relying more on

contractingfirms. According to the Washington InternationalEnergy Group (1993), "more

than two-thirds of U.S. utilities have downsized."

While the industryhas always been fragmented,the forces of competition, disparities in rates,

financial condition, management capability, and reserve capacity, as well as the potential to

gain valuable transmission assets, have led to an upsurgeof mergerand acquisition (M&A)

activity. In addition, the fact that administrativeand general expenses (e.g., billing, customer

service) do not increase linearly with utility size means that consolidation in the industrycould

reap valuable scale economies or "synergies" of operation. Seligson (1989) mentions some

dozen proposed and completed M&A transactions, andof the utilities surveyed by Washington

Internationalin 1992 and 1993, 20 to 30 percentwere involved in M&A activity.

Kahn (1991a) states that regional power pools can also "achieve scale economies in generation

and power system operation" for both investor-ownedutilities (IOUs) andpublicly owned

utilities (POUs).TMIn terms of POUs, smaller municipal and ruralcooperative distribution

entities are expected to be at a disadvantage in bargainingfor bulk power purchases compared

to larger utilities in larger, post-EP Act electricity markets. If this is the case, regional power

pools may serve the function of gainingbargaining power for POUs.

More generally, the formationof regional transmission groups (RTGs) has been proposed as a

means of coordinating the operationof separately owned, interconnectedtransmission facilities

while providing access to owners and nonowners in the region,t3RTGs could facilitate

voluntary regional transmission agreements; all parties owning transmission or wanting access

would construct "a single multi-partyagreementrather than a multitudeof individual

transmission tariffs" (Tenenbaum,Lock, and Barker 1992). RTG-type agreements exist in

Georgia and Indiana, but the companies are not involved in much direct competition. It

remains to be seen if such agreementscan survive with competinggenerationfirms

(Tenenbaum, Lock, and Barker 1992).
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Utilities are also diversifying into unregulatedventures within or outside of a utility's service

area. Diversification grew rapidlyin the 1980s, andgrowth is expected to continue (Dasovich,

Meyer, and Coe 1993).1_Many utilities may become holding companies owning shares in

separate,unregulated generationcompanies. The goal of this restructuringis to obtain a more

equal competitive footing compared to unregulated generatingcompanies.Is Ownershipby a

nonregulatedentity can facilitate advantageouscapital restructuringthat is more highly

leveragedthan regulators would allow for a utility._6 The jury is still out as to whether the

majorityof these forays have been successes or failures.

It is importantto note that consolidationis occurringamong NUGs just as it is among

utilities, manifested in part by utility-affiliateNUGs buying interests in independentpower

producers(IPPs) and their projects. Burr (1992a) cites "trends toward larger projects, lower

avoided cost levels, a sluggish economy, siting difficulties and financing complexities" as the

factors encouragingM&As and joint ventures among NUGs. Utility affiliates currently

account for about 14% of NUG capacityin the United States (Fitch Insights, June 8, 1992,

p. 9).

Lastly, some utilit/es are responding to competition by targeting niche markets and new

products. For example, some utilities may do best to exploit niche markets by specializing in

particularareas of expertise such as cogeneration, fuel cells, electrotechnology, photovoltaics,

or energy storage. Utilities that own strategic transmissioncorridorsor intersections may be

able to make money collecting tariffs for transmissionaccess (WashingtonInternational1993).

DSM and energy efficiency is another potential specialization for utilities or their affiliates._7

The Washington InternationalEnergy Group (1993) states that the utility industry should

move its focus to the =otherside of the meter." For instance, utilities have been developing

and promoting the all-electric SmartHouse, which indicates a strong interest in customer

service markets (McGrath 1990). However, utilities will likely face stiff competition from

nonutUityESCOs. Utilities are also considering other customer-serviceoriented changes such

as differentialpricing for various levels of service quality or reliability. Utilities could also

provide meter-readingservices for gas and waterutilities.
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Theoverallconclusionis that increasingcompetitionis a powerfulforceshapingboththe

futureeconomy(therebyshapingthe futureelectricitycustomer)andthefutureutility

industry.Inthe shortrun,thereareno longereconomiesof scale in generation.It is unclear

(1) how majorissuesassociatedwith the globalizationof our economywill developandaffect

the utilityindustry,(2) how muchcompetitionin _ utilityindustrywill increase,and(3)
_,_

whetherthe industrywill respondt0 increasingcompetitionbyconsolidatingintoeverlarger

multiregionalinstitutionsor disintegratingintonumerous,smallersize competitors.



2. POLITICAL AND REGULATORY TRENDS

This section reviews the trends in politics and governmentregulationthat are shaping the

world and the utility industryof the next century.

2.1 GLOBAL AND NATIONAL POLITICAL AND REGULATORY TRENDS

Ironically, the post-Cold War world, which enjoys a lessening of the,nuclear threat, is

characterized by violence rooted in religious and ethnic conflict and widespread political

turmoil. Religious and ethnic strife form the heart of the 40-plus violent conflicts currently

being waged in the former states of the Soviet Union, in the former Yugoslavia, in Northern

Ireland, in Somalia, and in numerousother countriesand regions. Many of these conflicts

have been waged for many years; others have arisen after the breakup of the Eastern block

and the fall of Russia from superpower status. One wonders whether any solid and lasting

social organizations will emerge from these conflicts and whether existing social and business

organizations will survive.

Some, such as Huntington(1993), do see the potentialfor long-term instability. He sees a

worldwide clash of cultures, mainly Islam versus the rest of the world, as a majorsource of

tension and insecurity. The inabilityof differentcultures to understandand tolerate each

others' values could cause instability in internationaltrade, disrupt nationaleconomies, lead to

acts of terrorism, and diminish the prospects for world cooperationto solve global problems,

such as global environmentalproblems.

Others, such as Hadar (1993), believe that the threat of significantly disruptiveworldwide

instability is overratedbut that the world needs strong leadership. Many believe that the

United States is the only country in the world that possesses the requisiteeconomic and

military strengthand moral standing to provide such leadership. Creating a strategy for

leadership is a monumentalchallenge for the United States, given the limited usefulness of

political persuasioa and economic levers in the post-Cold War world (Schlesinger 1993).
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Contributingto the difficulty of providingworld leadership is political turmoil at home.

Indeed, many of the Westerndemocratic countriesare experiencingpolitical unrest. Their

electorates are, to various degrees, dissatisfied, angry, disappointed,tuned-out, disgusted, and

generally in a foul mood. Citizens see the costs of government, red tape, and litigation

continuing to rise but often do not perceive any increases in benefits. Indeed, the

administrativecost of runningU.S. federal regulatoryprogramshas been increasing

substantially, from $4 billion in 1970 to $13.2 billion in 1992 (The Economist, October 10,

1992). The federal debt, combined with shrinking revenue bases at the state andlocal levels,

adds to the problem becausegovernmentshave little flexibility to offer new services or

heavily invest in new ways of business.

Established political parties, in numerouscases, do not representthe views of majorblocks of

citizens. In partthis situationis due to political inertia;in part to the decline of loyalty within

and power of political parties. Politicians have also lost respect because many have been

caught engaging in highly unethicalbehaviors. Even those politicians just elected to power are

receiving record low approval ratings. In the United States, the Perotpresidential campaignof

1992 and resultantspawningof new political organizations in 1993 are importantsigns that

1he political landscape is changing in the UnitedStates, as it is elsewhere in the world.

Another importantforce in the U.S. political landscapeis the increase in special-interest

lobbying. Paid lobbyists have increased from 365 in 1960 to over 40,000 in 1992, and the

number of trade associations has increasedfrom 4,900 in 1956 to 23,000 in 1989 (The

Economist, October 10, 1992). This trend, for betteror worse, has created in the public mind

the opinion that lawmakersare thereby corruptedfrom their duty of looking out for the public

interest. Didsbury (1993) voices this concern quite adeptly: "Special interests proliferate,

each with its own specific agenda andadamant in its exercise of veto power, effective

government may become increasinglyproblematic... [r]ising above the tumult of special

interest, there must be an active concern for the public interest."

One can hypothesize that as faith in government and elected officials has fallen, faith in

markets as a means for increasing the quality of life has risen. Certainly, in the former

Eastern bloc countries, governments are trying to transformtheir economies from centralized,
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command and control systems to decentralized, market-basedsystems. In those countries, the

hope is that the market-based system will raise standards of living to levels not possible under

communism.

There is also a trend in the West to transfertraditionalgovernmentresponsibilities to the

private sector. Westerncountries are privatizinggovernment-ownedmonopolies; deregulating

various industries, from airlines to trucking;and implementingmarket-based solutions to help

solve societal problems. Governmentsare also making use of market-based mechanisms and

taxation, as opposed to command andcontrol regulations, as policy implementationtools. One

manifestationof this trend is the SO2permit tradingfeatureof the 1990 Clean Air Act

Amendments (CAAA). Also, carbontaxes for combating global warming and gasoline taxes

for avoiding environmentaldamages, reducing traffic congestion, and reducing reliance on

petroleum importskeep resurfacingin l_oliticaldiscussions.

These global and national political trends (e.g., political turmoil and increased use of market-

based solutions) have impacts on the utility industry. The new global political scene provides

opportunitiesfor the U.S. electric utility industrybut not without risk. For example, the fall

of communism has opened up potential marketsfor energy investments in the formerEastern

bloc. However, political turmoil, unstable economies, andunderdevelopedlegal systems all

act to increase the risk of such investments.

In the United States, an angry electoratecould hold unforeseensurprises for the utility

industry. For example, public backlashagainst private-sectorspecial interest groups,

combined with campaign financing reform, could significantly reduce the industry's ability to

make its case in the public arena. In addition, public- or citizen-staffed special interest groups

may gain much more power in this advocacy environment.Not-in-my-backyard(NIMBY) and

not-on-planet-em_h(NOPE) oppositionto power projectscould become even more

widespread. Some believe that public participationin utility planning can amelioratethese

problems (Casazza 1993) andlead to betteroutcomes (Bagley 1992). Howevcr, others believe

thatopen meetings on utility decisions benefit special interestsmore than the public interest

(Jones 1992) and can impairgood decision making (Brown 1992). In any case, the industry

cannotrely on past political historyto predict the outcomes of new political discussions.
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The political trendtoward market-basedsolutions has alreadyhad a major impacton the

utility industry. As discussed in Sect. 1, various federal laws have helped to create

competition in generation. Based on this political trend, the prospectof competition expanding

to the retail level should be seriously considered as the next turningpoint in the trend toward

a differently regulat_ electric utility industry.

2.2 REGULATORY TRENDS AND ISSUES IN THE ELECTRIC UTILITY

INDUSTRY

Instituting competitive bidding for new resource procurement represents the first significant

regulatory reform in response to competitive pressures. Preliminaryevidence suggests that

competitive procurementis providing efficiency improvements, and that NUG supplies are at

least as reliable as supplies from vertically integratedutilities (National 1991; Kahn 1991b;

Naill and Dudley 1992).

However, many issues aboutcompetitive procurementhave been raised. For example, can

utilities, as wholesale buyers with a monopoly over retail sales, have a direct incentive

without regulationto make smart purchasingdecisions on behalf of end-users7 Some have

argued thatpotential adverse impactson reliability andequity and the desirability of

maintaininga strong utility obligation to serve outweigh the potentialbenefits of competition

(Bushnell 1990).1*Corey (1992) states "we can never rely on competitive bidding for bulk

power to protect the interestsof the small retail customers if we tie the hands of the

franchisedhost utilities who are the only parties that can representthese customers at the

bargaining table."

The EP Act states that state PUCs should conduct generic proceedingsto evaluate the

following issues with respect to competitive procurement:

• the effect of EWG purchases on a utility's cost of capital,19

• whether an EWG's capitalstructurethreatens reliability,
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• whetherto requireassuranceswith regardto fuel supply,20

• whetherto provide advance approvalor disapprovalof long-termpower

purchases, and

• whether an EWG's capitalstructureprovides them an unfairadvantage over

utilities.

Whetherstates are actingon these issues is open to debate.

In additionto providing electricity at the lowest cost to the consumer, the desirability of also

achieving other goals, such as reliabilityof supply, makes competitive procurementa

complicatedbusiness. Regulatorshave the responsibilityof ensuring thatutilities make

purchase decisions that benefit both the public and the utilities. The difficulty comes in

balancing the need for regulationof utilities' power purchase decisions within the traditional

regulated monopoly environmentwith regulationof a competitive market.

There are four basic modes of power purchaseregulation. One is after-the-factprudence

review of power purchasedecisions. This option would, in essence, be the same regulatory

oversight exercised with cost-of-service regulation, andwould therefore entail the same

inefficiencies, unpredictability,and unintendedfinancial incentives.

A second mode of regulationwould be a "prepurchase"prudence review. A prepurchase

prudence decision would reduce the risk of disallowances. A potential drawbackunique to this

approach is thatregulatorswould need to provide speedy review and approvalto ensure

acquisitionof favorable prices. Such efficiency has not been the hallmark of regulatory

proceedings.

The third mode of regulation employs a benchmarkprice with which to compare build, buy,

and conservationoptions.2' Under this regulatory framework, both price and nonprice

considerations can be compared to an externalmeasuresuch as comparable plants or services.
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The utility would charge customers the benchmarkprice, and reap (or incur) the difference

between it andthe cost of the implementedpurchaseor build option.

There are two majorproblems with this approach.First, nonprice factors such as supply

diversity and environmentalcosts complicate the benchmark determination.However, Burr

(1992b) notes that if bidding is used to qualify a groupof potential producersbased on price,

then utilities could enter into later negotiationsregardingnonprice factors. Second, it is

unclear how the regulatoryprocess should respondto significant deviations from this model.

For instance, would utilities (and possibly NUGs) be able to seek raterelief if a supply

option's cost exceeded the benchmarkdue to exogenous factors? Likewise, would a fortuitous

gain for utilities be disallowed? If the answers to these questions is yes, then this mode of

regulation retainsa cost-of-service component and the concomitant inefficiencies and risk

allocation to end-users(Phillips 1990).

A fourthregulatory framework for new resourceprocurement,either generationor

conservation, places all options into the competitive procurementbidding process, including

utility options. Thus, the utility would no longer have the option to build on a cost-of-service

basis. Rather, the utility must submit a bid to compete directly with NUG supplies (either

affiliate or nonaffiliate). Dependingon how the contractis written, this approachhas the

advantageof placing construction or operatingrisks on the utility or its affiliate rat_er than on

end-use customers. However, in contrast to the benchmarkmethod, utilities would have no

incentive to purchasefrom nonaffiliate suppliers. Thus, regulatorsmay still need to employ

other means to ensure thatthe utility's decision is not biased toward its own bid or a bid of an

affiliate.

It is important to note that utility regulation can inhibit the ability of NUGs to compete by

sheltering utilities from certain risks. For example, utilities can turnto the regulatory process

for rate relief, and the regulatory compact assures the utility an opportunityto earn a fair

return on all investments deemed prudent.

Of particular concernfor fair competition is the issue of whetherutilities will be able to cross-

subsidize their competitive ventures with revenues from "captive" customers of their regulated
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business. For example, Dasovich, Meyer, andCoe (1993) state, "Some worry that

diversification creates an incentive for the utility to have customers fund the developmentof

assets andpersonnel throughits regulated utility, and later transferthe most highly-valued

among them to the unregulatedside of the company." Another form of cross-subsidizing is

lowering rates to maintaincustomerswith competitive supply options while making up the

difference by raising ratesto remaining, captive customers.

The most importantimplication of cross-subsidizationof this type is that risks associated with

competition are borne by the less mobile customers.22More generally, allocating the fixed

costs of the electric power system, although by no means a new problem, has become a dire

equity issue for regulatorsas they seek to increasethe efficiency of electricity markets. Yokell

and Violette (1988) describe the situationquite succinctly as follows:

The increasingratedisparityfromonejurisdictionto another,combinedwith the

threatof competition. . . hasmade theproblemmoreacute.Withoutsome regulatory

oversight,price inelasticcustomerscouldendup payinga disproportionateshareof

the fixedcosts of the utilitysystem.

Thus, competition prompts a need for regulatoryreform to allow utilities and NUGs to

compete on equal footing and to achieve, in an equitable manner,the efficiency improvements

that the move to competition is expected to provide.

The need for new regulations is most apparent In regard to the issues associated wtth the

Implementation of the transmission access provisions of the EP Act. The regulatory goal of

expandingaccess is to capture interregionalcomparative advantages in electricity production.

One underlying restraintto realizing wider competition in generation is that utilities may be

able to use their monopoly power over transmissionto maintain monopoly power over

generation. Why would a utility provide transmissionaccess to competitors when it is against

its economic self-interestto do so (Tenenbaum,Lock, and Barker 1992)7

Another underlying restraintis that state regulators "may have no incentive to eliminate the

local company's monopoly power over transmission[by ensuring that out-of-state competitors
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can use it] if the monopoly profits were traditionallysharedwith the company's retail

customers" (Tenenbaum, Lock, and Barker 1992). Lesser (1990) and DOE (1991/92) have

pointed out that bidding programsdesigned and implemented at the individual stateor utility

level may result in higher electricity costs than those spanninga wider geographical and

corporaterange. Thus, ensuringcompetition in generationthrough PUC oversight of resource

selection has some limitations.

The literature on the potential Impacts of the El) Act points to three avenues by which

competition over a wider geographical region would be achieved. The first is that regulators

could give utilities incentives to act as thrifty and wise purchasingagents on behalf of retail

customers in competitive procurements.Competitive bids from outside a utility's service area

would be considered (GAO 1992). To give utilities an incentive to do this, partof the savings

from purchasing lower cost supplies could be conferred to the utility as an incentive to get the

lowest price._ If transmission services were needed from an out-of-stateutility, the FERC

could ensure access under the new legislation.

A second means to wider competition is through voluntaryregional transmission agreements,u

All generatorsand transmission owners in an interconnectedregion could engage in a single

multipartyagreement with explicit contractualcommitmentsto establish transmission user

rights. FERC could review the initial agreement, ensurethat no partywith a legitimate

interest is excluded, level the playing field amongparties with differentbargaining power, and

act as an arbiter when participantscould not resolve disputes among themselves (Tenenbaum,

Lock, and Barker 1992).

The third means to wider competition is through wholesale buyers gaining access to more

sellers. Municipalities or local distributioncompanies could reduce buying from the customary

utility and purchasecheaper power from other wholesale suppliers. FERC could grant

requests from potential suppliersfor transmissionorders. More municipal electric companies

may be created to allow locales to shop for electricity service (WUlrich 1991).25As with the

first avenue to wider competition, FERC would needto order transmissionaccess from

transmission-owning utilities that have an incentive not to grant it on a case-by-case basis.
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Ensuring economically efficient transmission access is a difficult regulatory problem. At the

heart of the problem, transmissionservice is currentlypriced neither fairly nor efficiently.

Transmission is currentlypricedbased on the average, or embedded, costs of the transmission

facilities. Generally, no attempt is made to account for the distance of transmission, or for the

differences in transmission capacity utilization. Also, the compensationfor transmission is

allocated on the basis of imaginarycontract paths rather than the actual physical flow of

power._

Fair and efficient pricing of transmissionservices would require the applicant seeking

transmission access to compensate the providing utility for lost profits and unavoidablecosts

from these foregone sales,z7Another issue related to pricing arises if transmission access

allows municipal distributioncompanies to bypass their traditionalutility supplier in favor of

lower-cost or environmentallycorrect wholesale suppliers. For example, Dasovich, Meyer,

and Coe (1993) describe a programin Californiacalled "green pricing" whereby customers

choose to voluntarilypay a surcharge on their electricitybills in order to fund a utility's

development of environmentally friendly renewablepower resources. The authors conclude

that customersmay begin to demanddirect access to "green" service providers.2sIn cases

such as this, must the utility's captive customersor shareholders take the loss associated with

the "stranded investment" made in anticipationof meeting demandfrom municipal

distributioncompanies?

Once a traditionalcustomer leaves the system, what, if any, service obligation does the utility

have should a prodigal customer wish to return? A utility could voluntarilyprovide

transmissionaccess or take back a prodigal customer at some price. Observers have suggested

that a wholesale customerbe required to pay fees (and supply reasonableadvance notice) for

leaving or reconnectingto a utility's power system. Thereby, the utility and its customers

would receive compensationfor the costs associated with accommodatinga fluctuating load

and revenue base. Setting the efficient and equitablelevel of entry and exit fees and

opportunity costs could be extremely difficult, although similar issues are being faced with

industrialco-generators.
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Another prominent access issue is the difficult juggling act that FERC regulators must do

between assuring the reliability of the power system and facilitating competition via

comparable access. Deciding when the efficiency benefits from increased access outweigh the

potential detriments to reliability involves many complex technical issues and is therefore

difficult to determine. Furthermore,the transmission-owningutility will have better

information than the overseeing regulators. Utilities may have an incentive to "cook"

transmission load flow projections and engineeringstudies to indicatethat reliabilitywill be

adversely affected in order to shut out lower-cost competitors(Tenenbaum, Lock, and Barker

1992).

FERC can order a utility tO construct additionaltransmissionto accommodate access tO

competitors, but this can be quitedifficult to achieve in practice. Public concerns about

electromagnetic fields (EMFs), environmentalimpacts, and aesthetic degradationfrom adding

new transmission can block its construction.Furthermore, how would the capital cost of the

additions be allocated between the utility's native load customersand the generating company

seeking access? A state PUC has little incentive to include the additional costs of such

transmission additions in the utility's rate base, or even grant siting approval to construct the

line to begin with, especially when the competing supplier is located out of state (Disbrow

1993).

It is simply too soon to tell how the transmissionaccess provisions will ultimatelybe

administered. As Kahn (1991a) states, "A period of some experimentationsupervised by

federal regulators would no doubt be required." Some issues will likely be decided by the

courts. Disbrow (1993) states in regard to the EP Act, "One thing seems certain, that we have

another lawyer's relief act."

Regulations requiring IRP have been expanding, but Is IRP compatible with a more

competitive electricity Industry? If access to the grid expandedto the retail level, or if

competitive self-supply options were availableto many consumers, then individual consumers

would be able to choose their own supply options independentof the preferred resource plan

of utilities, regulators, and the public. Even the considerationof environmental impacts and

the public participationfeature of IRP might be displaced by expanded competition.
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Counterbalancingthe seeming demise of IRP, it has been realized that selection of least-cost

resource options could be improved if planningwere done at a multiutUitylevel over an

expanded geographicalarea. In Wisconsin, where statewideplanning is done, the PUC gives

jurisdictionalutilities incentives to do joint planning. In another example, the states of

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and New Hampshire have entered into an agreementto develop

a regional integratedresource plan that involves several utilities.

In any case, the future of IRP is boundup with the futureof the industry itself. Section 6.3

examines this issue in detail.

Additional regulatory issues are raised in regard to DSM. The goal of DSM incentive

programsis to remove utilities' disincentive for DSM programsdue to the loss of revenue

associated with selling less electricity. The EP Act urges states to adoptregulatory changes to

remove the bias for supply-sideoptions. By 1992, 16 state PUCs had adoptedsome type of

DSM incentive for utilities, and 12 others were reviewing or developing them (Meade and

Roseman 1992). Different kindsof incentive programsare used by different states. Some

regulators employ the stick by reducinga utility's allowed rateof returnfor poor DSM

performance or failure to comply with DSM directives?* The extent to which PUC incentives

make shareholders indifferentbetween supply-side and demand-side options has not been

quantified. However, the disparateamounts of DSM between states suggest that regulator

initiatives are a big factor in the amountof DSM a utility does.

Competitive bidding createsa mechanism whereby conservation programs, either provided by

utilities or ESCOs, can compete directly with supply options)° The competition is on either a

price per equivalentgeneratedkilowattsor capacitykilowatts basis. Competitive procurement

of DSM has been expanding,but methods of conductingbidding vary widely between states

and even between utilities. As Roseman states, "At this point there is not even an identifiable

trend in how to structurebidding" (Hocker 1993).

Where ESCO DSM andutility DSM focus on the same markets, it has been recommended

that ESCO projectsbe selected, on the basis of a comparison with the avoidedcosts of utility

DSM rather than comparison with the cost of solicited supply-side proposals or different
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ESCO's DSM proposals. Such an arrangementis likely to provide better efficiency, as this

would ensurethat ESCOs are providing savings at a lower cost than utilities. Likewise, it has

been recommendedthat ESCO savings be compared to differentavoided costs based on the

kilowatts cost of the utility load thatwould actuallybe saved or kilowattsof capacity actually

postponed as a result of the ESCO DSM. This is betterthan a comparison with solicited

supply proposals or other ESCO's DSM proposals that would have different load or capacity

effects.

A problem with competitive bidding for DSM is that it is difficult to determine whetherthe

process is resulting in economic efficiency (i.e., that ESCOs are more effective than utilities

in identifyingand implementingDSM projects). Some DSM bidding systems encourage

ESCOs to propose only the projects with the highest return and most easily measured results.

Utilities, on the other hand, take on DSM projects that suffer from uncertaintiesabout their

performance, from savings verificationproblems, or from lack of experience about the

savings that will be achieved. Thus, even if the results of ESCO DSM indicate that it gets

better returnsthan utility DSM, this does not imply that ESCOs provide DSM more

efficiently than utilities.

The overall conclusions are that the global political trend toward free-market designs (1) may

lead to more widespreadreplacementof commandand control regulationwith market

mechanisms and (2) has induced a need for utility regulation reform in order to achieve

efficiency improvements with competition and to do so in an equitablemanner. However,

there is a wide range of possibilities for how future regulationwill be structured, from relying

on competitive bidding to ensure that the lowest cost resources in an area are selected, to

mandatingRTGs to ensure access to all interestedparties via a voluntaryagreement approved

by FERC, to having wholesale buyers leave and connect to utilities' systems with entry and

exit fees.
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3. TRENDS IN SOCIETY AND ELELWRICITY DEMAND

Societal trends, in conjunction with economic andpolitical trends, comprisea triumvirateof

forces which shape the world's societies. Societal trends encompass issues relatedto cultural

and religious beliefs, lifestyles, and importantsocial problemssuch as crime and drug abuse.

One can arguethat these societal factors are more fundamentalthan economic and political

factors andthat the _societal will" drives economic and political trends. In any case,

discussions of future states of society or even large components of society such as the electric

utility industryshould admit the importanceof societal factors and weave them into the

analytical framework.

This section acts on this advice by examining societal trendsthatare nationaland global in

scope (Sect. 3.1). These trends are relatedto the electric utility industry in two ways. First, in

Sect. 3.2, the trends are relatedto trends in the demandfor electricity. Second, societal trends

and factors are defining characteristics in the global andutility industry scenarios presentedin

Sect. 6.

3.1 NATIONAL AND GLOBAL SOCIETAL TRENDS

U.S. society is undergoing dramatic, deep-sealed, and, some would say, alarmin&social

change. In the United States, the litany of social ills is familiar: crime, drugs and child

abuse, homelessness, AIDs and other sexually transmitteddiseases, welfare dependency,

teenage pregnancy, divorce, and a failing educationalsystem. For example, Fig. 3.1 shows a

significant increase in crime in the United Statesin the 1980s. Murdersare up dramatically in

our central cities and representa leading cause of death for young black males. AIDS became

the sixth leading cause of prematuredeath in the United States in 1991 and was among the

fastest-growing of such causes of death (accordingto the 1993 World Almanac, citing the

Federal Centers for Disease Control). In regard to our educationalsystem, Lamm (1993)

states: "American students have slipped to an all time low in SAT scores.... A million U.S.
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students drop out [of high school] every year; anothermillion graduatefunctionally illiterate."

As alarmingas these problems are, an even more alarming observationis that these problems

have been growing in magnitudefor at least 40 years. For example, Wilson andHerrnstein

(1985) state that crimes have risen since the early 1950s after falling more or less since the

late 1880s. Harris (1993) shows that since 1950, birthsto unmarriedwomen as a percentage

of live birthshas steadily risen. The divorce rate in the United Stateshas also been rising

since 1950 ( Fig. 3.2 illustratesthese last two trends). These andother statistics strongly

suggest that U.S. society is changing in fundamental ways, ways that affect andreflect

changes in values, families, lifestyles, and the ways people can, or cannot, interactwith each

other.

Are there any explanations forthese "newsworthy" trends? No definitive argument has been

put forward, although there are interestinghypotheses. Various authors assign blame for these

changes to television, the Bomb and the Cold War, suburbanization,increased mobility, an

overcompetitive society, corporateAmerica, and the growth of scientific knowledge, which

has led to skepticism about fundamental religious beliefs. It is likely that all these factors play

some role, but it is very hard to sort out their individual influences. Regardless of the cause

or causes, the trends may not be flatteningout, much less reversing their direction.

A manifestationof these potentialcausal factors, andpossibly an additional root cause for

change, is the irrepressible, worldwide onslaughtof American popularculture. This culture is

youth-oriented, antiauthoritarian,energetic, real-time, andconsumer-oriented. Barber (i992)

calls this the .`MacWorld." Its relevant images are blue jeans, McDonalds, the Maclntosh

computer, MTV, Madonna andMichael Jackson, Rambo and the Terminator, Ninja Turtles,

and the Nike "Just Do It" advertising slogan. These values are consistent with behavioral

decisions that are made to satisfy impulsive desires and may have significant downsides (e.g.,

drug addiction). These values are also consistent with distrustof large organizations and big

government, difficult employer-employee relationships,disregard for the law, short-term

economic horizons, and preferencesfor more free-flowing forms of social organization.
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Past the MacWorld is the middle-class world, andeven there, fundamentalchange is taking

place.Wolfe (1993)seesthe emergenceof twomiddleclassgroups--onewhichhas

establishedtiesto middle-classlifestylesandonegroupwhosemembersarenewarrivalsto

the middleclass.Thesetwogroupsdiffersignificantlyin their viewson work/productivity,

savings,children,God,politics,andcountry.To greatlygeneralizeWolfe'sdiscussion,rite

formerclassfocuseson careers,is consumption-oriented,favorssmallerfamilies,approaches

religionsymbolically,is moreinvolvedin politics,andis lessnationalistic.The latterclass,

the new arrivals,hasmoretraditionalnotionsof work, placesvalueon savingandlarger

families,ismorefundamentalin itsreligiousbeliefs,shiesawayfrompolitics, andhasa

stronger belief in country. Social tensions arise when these groups clash over issues such as

education and the role of governmentin society. Political turmoil in the United States is due

in partto the fact that the traditionalviews of the Democratic andRepublicanparties are

inconsistentwith the core beliefs of either of these two main groups of middle-class citizens.

These societal trends could offect the electric utility industry In several ways. For example,

social problems such as drug abuse, divorce, teenage pregnancy, illiteracy, andpoor

education directly relate to the kinds of people that can be attractedto work for the electric

utility industry. These people need differentkinds of benefits and management, from health

benefit packages that include drug treatment and counseling to day care to intensive training

and retrainingprograms. Add to these problems the values of the MacWorld, andone can

gauge that it will be much more difficult to manageand maintain the traditional electric utility

organization, which is paternalistic,command-and-controloriented, and bureaucratic.The

conflicting mix of middle-class values will also be played out in utilities with additional

prescriptionson properemployer-employee andemployee-employee relationships.

The utility industry's relationship with its host communitiesmay also change. For example,

the rising numbers of single-parent and very-low-income households may increase the

prevalenceof nonpaymentof electricity bills. Ironically, these pressures may also increase

pressure on the PUCs to push the utility industryto provide additional social services, such as

low-income weatherization.Complicating further industry relationshipswith communities are

changing beliefs abouthow the industry should be structured to promote social good. Political

supportfor PURPAwas,basedin parton a socialmovement,the so-called"small is
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beautiful" movement, exemplified by the writing of Daly and Cobb (1991), which is a vision

of smaller, more decentralized industry.

Taking these observations into account, one can see a thematic link between the changes in

our traditional social structureas a whole and the chang_ in the utility industry's relationship

to society. Many observers of the utility industry _:._<_,r_",-:__ utility regulation as

implementationof a social contract between the utilities and its customers. Basically, the

contract calls for the consumers to agree to provide an opportunityfor utilities to earn a fair

rateof return in exchange for obligatory electric service on a nondiscriminatory basis. Trends

such as those summarizedabove act to cause strains in the contract, and indeed, from the

informationpresented in Sects. 1 and 2, it seems as though utilities and consumers are in the

midst of a divorce, dissolving the traditional regulatory compact. It seems unlikely that such a

change in the traditional organization of the electric utility industry would occur if social

values in general had not changed. Conversely, it seems likely that the formation of a new

social contract regarding the electric industrywill be influencedby these same social trends.

3.2 TRENDS IN ELF.L'TRICITY DEMAND

Changes in demographics, lifestyles, and economic activities affect patterns of electricity

demand and the aggregate quantity demanded. To begin, the U.S Census Bureauforecasts a

decrease in the rateof populationgrowth (including immigration)early next century (see

Table 3.1). Balanced against this trendare trends toward smaller households, more

households headed by single parents, and more single-person households. Overall, utilities

will have more residential customers to serve but EEl's ElectricityFuturesProject has

concluded that residentialelectricity demand might actually decrease. EEl developed

alternativeenergy demand scenarios for 2015 based on a continuationof the general

populationgrowth trend experiencedover the past 15 years (about 1% growth per year) and

the Census Bureau's projected lower rateof population growth between 2000 and 2015

(Boroush and Stern 1990a). They found only a small decrease (4.4%) in total energy

demanded in 2015 due to the slower populationgrowth rate. However, for the residential

sector in 2015, lower population growth is predicted to cause significantly lower demand (10%).
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Table 3.1. Population growth rate trend, 1980-2015

U.S. populationgrowth per annum

1980-1988 0.9%
1988-2000 0.8%
2000-2015 0.5%

Source: U.S. Bureauof theCAmmm

The accuracyof EEl's macroforecastis dependenton a numberof microissues. For example,

high crime rates have inducedmany to move out of cities andstay at home and "cocoon"

(Schipper 1993). Increases in traffic congestion, the improvementof home entertainmentand

telecommunicationservices, and an aging populationalso act to keep people at home for work

andplay. These trends suggest increases in per household electricity demandoverall and at

least increases in off-peak demands.

Fundamental beliefs aboutenergy conservation, the environmentand personal and health

relatedissues will affect the validity of this hypothesis. However, we cannot tell what these

lifestyle changes will be, nor whetheror not they will affect electricity demand. For example,

if people spend more time at home, will they spend more time indoors or outdoors? Will they

utilize more electronic devices or fewer?. Will they practice more or less energy

conservation? Boroush and Stern(1990a) point out that wide differences in the electricity

intensities of various industrial and commercial activities imply that changes in lifestyles, such

as the kinds of goods people dem_d and the things they do with their free time, can have

impacts on electricity demand patternsand possibly even aggregatedemand.

In any case, increasingnumbers andsmaller sizes of households, combined with trends

towards increasing numbers andsmaller sizes of businesses noted in Sect. 1, will create

demands for more dispersed electricity consumption. This trend could result in increases in

electricity prices by increasingdistributioncosts for each unit of electricity sold. It could also

makeDSM programsharder and more expensive to implementbecausemore residential

customers would have to participateto have the same potential energy savings. Schipper
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(1993) predicts that this will focus DSM more on key decision makersupstreamof the end-

use customer because it will be cheaperandeasier.

U.S. societal trends may influence other countriesin ways that then influence U.S. electricity

demand. For another example, adoption or abhorrenceof U.S. culture by the rest of the

world affects our investment in other countries, as well as the world's propensityto buy

certainkinds of U.S. goods and services. This, in turn, could affect economic activities in the

U.S. and the energy consumption of businesses. It is unclear what sectors of the economy

might be effectedby this chainreaction (e.g., telecommunicationsversus textile

manufacturing),but the topic warrants continuedattention.

The overall conclusions are that (1) U.S. society is changing and (2) the effects of these

changes can impact electricity demand. Electricity demandpatterns are expected to change

toward more dispersed, smaller users and uses. It is not known whetheror to what extent

wider social changes indicatedby U.S. social ills and the global culture clash of

fundamentalist versus U.S. popularculture will impact the electric utility industry.
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4. _IU_NDS IN _IINOi_)G¥

4.1 GLOBAL AND NATIONAL TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS

In the developed world, technology Is ubiquitous and changing at a rapid pace. Almost every

aspect of life has a relationshipto technology in some way. Homes now contain microwave

ovens, personal computers, electric bread-makingmachines, and numerousother electronic

consumer devices. Almost every job entails technology to assist communication, amplify

human physical capabilities(e.g., a bulldozer), or augmentone or more aspects of a user's

intelligence (e.g., an expert system). Many jobs are concerned with designing, operating,

administering, and maintainingtechnology. Lastly, every global industry is highly dependent

upon advancedtechnology, and company survival is often dependentupon continuously

improving its technological base.

Three technologies thatsymbolize dramatic technological change and innovation are

informationtechnology, biotechnology, and nanotechnology. Information technology (IT) is

blooming in the 1990s, from the creation of massively parallel processors to powerful desktop

multimedia systems to global computer networkssuch as "heInternet. Advanced computers

andtelecommunicationssystems have led to a sea change in global economics by facilitating

the managementof far-flung corporateoperations and the transferof billions of dollars in

financial assets anywhere in the world in seconds. IT also is at the heartof the new business

organizational designs, just-in-time manufacturing,andsophisticated marketingand product

sales systems. The Clinton Administration's NationalInformation Infrastructureinitiative

envisions the technology as also radically changing education, health care, and the process of

government.

Biotechnology involves efforts from designing new insect-resistantcrops to manipulating

humangenetic processes for producing new, more powerful drugs. Knowledge in this area is

growing rapidly, as attestedby frequent announcementsthat scientists have identified genes

linked to majorhumandiseases. With an eye to the future, one must appreciate the research

being funded in the developed countries to mapout the human genome. Known in the United
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States as the Human Genome Project01GP), the goal is to map out all base pairs of every

human chromosome--some one billion--and identify all humangenes and their

function--some 100,000 (Davis 1990). If the HGP is substantiallysuccessful, the resulting

knowledge will revolutionize medical knowledge, practice, and the technologies supporting

medical treatmentand the preventionof disease.

Nanotechnology refers to the artof building devices such as motors, machines, and other

devices at the molecular level. Technologies now exist to allow scientists and engineers to

manipulate individual atoms to build these devices. Applicationsof these technologies to

medicine could be truly monumental (e.g., nanodevices to conduct noninvasiveheart surgery).

The world can also expect nanotechnology to be relatedto new advances in the areas of

material science, bioengineering, computers, environmentaltechnology, automobiles,

household appliances, andpower generation.

While difficult to quantify, one can make strong arguments that technology is inextricably

linked to many of the economic, political, and social problemsand changes discussed in

Sects. 1-3. As noted above, IT is a majorfactor in companydownsizing andjob

restructuring.Taylor (1990) argues that electronic media, which use IT, have dampened

political participationin the United States. and turnedpresidentialcampaigns into shallow,

image rendering, sound bite contests. The promise of using electronic town halls and other

electronic media to restore informedpolitical discussion in the United States may never be

realized for many reasons, includinglack of representationof the viewing public and the

shallowness of "push-buttondemocracy" (Abramson 1993).

With respect to biotechnology, Anderson (1993) discusses how biotechnoiogical advances can

increase food production while decreasingthe use of chemicals and fertilizers. However, he

also discusses less-considered potential adverse effects, such as increased herbicide use on

genetically engineered, herbicide-resistantcrops and the introductionof herbicide-resistant

genes to weeds. As another example, vast knowledge of human genetics could lead to

numerous ethical problems (Kevles and Hood 1991). For instance, should insurance

companies or employers deny people health insurance or employment, respectively, based on

the results of genetic testing? Should parentsbe allowed to genetically engineer their
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children? Is there a point at which furtheradvances in genetics are outweighed by ethical

considerations? It is very easy to become enthusiastic abouttechnology, but it should be kept

in mind that public perceptions can significantly change the outlook andadoption of

technologies, with nuclear power being a case in point.

Trends in technology are Inextricably linked to the demandfor electricity and associated

electricity services. That these technological advances have and will continue to have profound

impacts on the utility industry should not be difficult to envision. IT has led to a great deal of

new technologies that are now seen as indispensable(e.g., faxes, modems, and compactdisks)

and that rely on electricity. Furtheradvancements will lead to greater automationand

communicationcapabilities, many of which will be adopted by electricity customers. IT may

also facilitatechanges in lifestyles thatlead to a greater reliance on electricity, such as

shopping via telecommunications rather than transportingoneself to stores. Lastly, as is

discussed more below, IT can be used to greatly improve every activity associated with the

electric utility industry.

Advances in medicine and biotechnology can also affect the utility industry. Note that health

care is relatively electricity intensive compared to other commercial activities (Boroush and

Stern 1990a). Nanotechnologycould lead to a significant breakthroughin solar energy

technology and could revolutionize technologies in many other areas. In fact, it is more

difficult to imagine spheres of technological advancements that appearnot to have implications

for the utility industry than to imagine ones that do.

Lastly, information technology in particular is likely to change the culture of the utility

industry. This is because IT makes life quicker. From a societal perspective, people can order

goods over the phone, and soon through their television sets, and have the goods delivered the

next day. Faxes allow communication within minutes; Internet allows communication within

seconds. IT has fostered a more competitive environmentand a more responsive private

sector. There is an overall attitudeof "real time," do it now, instantgratification. Problems

are not allowed to linger. In this environment,utilities and PUCs cannottake "forever" to

make decisions, to remediate environmentalproblems, to develop and approve IP,Ps. Better

decisions will have to be made in less time with fewer resources. This changewill cause a
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great deal of tension. On the bright side, while IT can be seen as a cause, it is also available

as partofthe solution. Decision support systems, optimizationsoftware, groupware, etc.,can

all be used to quicken the pace of life within the utility industryto meet the demandsof the

outside world.

4.2 TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS IN THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY

This section examines technological trends in the electric utility industry. First, technology-

basedtrends in demandare examined. Then the discussion covers generation; transmission;

distribution,dispatch, and storage; andDSM and customer service.

Technology exhibits a complex relationship to electricity demand. As a first point, technology

can lead to increases in electricity demand. This can happenfor several reasons. For example,

new electricity-usingtechnologies can lead to the substitutionof electricity for other energy

sources. Furthermore, as has been demonstratedin the preceding pages, major new

technologies such as informationtechnology, biotechnology, and nanotechnology, which can

be expected to produce significant economic growth, are highly electricity dependent, both in

their manufactureandoperation. The homes, businesses, and industries of the future will

adoptmany new andadvancing electric-powered technologies. Increasingreliance on

advanced information and communicationtechnologies in industry, commerce, andday to day

life will not only presenta sphereof increasingelectricity demand, it will also requirea very

reliable electricity supply (Dale, Stovali, and Klein 1991).

DOE's Energy Information Administration(EIA) corroboratesthis assertion; electricity

generation's share of the total primary energyused has been increasingfor a long time and is

expectedto continue to increase. Starr, Searl, and Albert (1992) assert that "40% of all

primary energy equivalent now goes into electricity generation.By the middle of the next

century, this may exceed 50%."

On the other hand, increased use of advanced electronic and electric technologies, in

conjunctionwith DSM, will be the means to save primary energy and improve residential,
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commercial, and industrialproductivityas well as improvingoverall energy efficiency and

productquality. The impact of this trend is demonstratedby EEl's alternativeenergy demand

technology adoption scenarios. With today's technology, both demand for all end-use energy

and demand for electricity is expected to grow by a little over 1.5% per year from 2000 to

2015. However, with aggressive penetrationof advanced, energy-efficient technology, total

end-use energy demand is expected to grow by only 0.8% per year from now through 2015,

while electricity demand would grow by 2 _t per year from now to 2000 and 1% per year

from 2000 to 2015 (Boroush and Stern 1990b).

New technology promises to make smaller-scale, less environmentally damaging power

generation more economical. Technologies such as aero-derivativegas turbines, fluidized bed

combustion, gasified combined cycle, and fuel cells are prime examples, with the latter likely

to reach a competitive price soon in Japan. Technological advances in still smaller-scale

electricity production are expectedto continue. Dispersed renewable sources (solar,

geothermal, low-head hydro, andwind) will likely become increasingly common in

specialized settings, andeconomical home-size generationunits should not be dismissed as a

possibility (Bayless 1992). Even the future of nuclear power, if it has a future, is envisioned

to be based on smaller-scale reactorswith inherentsafety features (Morgan 1993). It appears

that only a majorbreakthroughin generationtechnology, such as fusion, would reverse the

trend toward smaller units.

Even though technological advancements in renewable, naturalgas-fueled, and nuclear

generationtechnologies are foreseen, most utility industryprofessionals believe that coal will

continue to provide the majorityof baseload capacityin the first partof next century. Coal is

plentiful, and clean coal technologies are poised to lower air emissions with only small

decreases in conversion efficiencies. For example, developers are looking at the potential for

repoweringolder coal plants with fluidized bed combustion technology (Seely 1993).

Advanced cycle coal technology currentlyhas higher capitalcosts than conventional coal, "but

continuing development will eventually make them competitive, particularlybecauseof

environmentalfactors" (Starr, Searl, and Albert 1992). Burr(1992a) preoicts that the cost of

clean coal technologies will figure prominentlyin the effect on electricity price. Southern

California Edison has alreadydemonstrateda 100-MW integratedgas-fired combined cycle
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plant. It is the cleanest coal-fueled generationplant yet developed. However, in the longer

term, advancementsin renewables anda resurgenceof nuclear power may overtake coal-fired

technologies, particularly if global warming fears are heightened.

Economicandregulatoryfactors,amongotherfactors,arespurringtheimprovementof

transmission technology, especially technology related to controUlng transmission systems..

Significant factors include increasingcompetition in generation,provisions in the EP Act that

require increased access to transmissionsystems, concerns about the harmful health effects of

EMFs, and increasingdemands for bulk power transfers. These factors require transmission

systems that are easy to control, have no adverse impactson human health, can accommodate

larger transfersof power, and are very reliable. Because it is becoming increasinglydifficult

to site new lines, Dale, Stovall, and Klein (1991) point out that "the use of transmission

corridors,new or existing, must be maximized by increasingthe amountof power that cambe

transmitted through these corridors."

Utilities would like much more control of the power flow over transmission lines,st "As a

result, we have had to build additional margin into the system to accommodate this lack of

controllability andto allow for the power redistributions which occur whenever a power plant

or transmission element is lost" (Renz 1993). However, a breakthroughin power electronics

is emerging from researchlaboratoriesthat allows nearly instantaneouspower load control

and, therefore, frees up the "additional margin" describedby Renz. These so-called "smart"

power electronics are similar to the technology used in consumer electronics in terms of

controllability, but with much higher currentandvoltage ratings.

The coordinationand operationof these future transmission components is to be accomplished

using high-speed communications,powerful control computers, and advanced modeling and

informationmanagement methods. One such system has been termed a flexible alternating

current(ac) transmissionsystem by the Electric Power ResearchInstitute (EPRI), which is

spearheadingresearchin this area (EPRI 1993b, Douglas 1992). While much of the

technology necessary to supportsuch a system currentlyexists, developing the computer

programs andelectrical sensing techniqueswill require additional research 0tenz 1993).
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Otheradvancementsin transmission technology might include lines for ac and direct current

(dc) (or hybriddesigns with ac anddc lines sharing the same tower) and higher-orderlines (6-

phase and 12-phase). Becausedc transmission is more controllablethan ac, advancements in

power electronics to simplify dc-to-ac conversion would greatly reduce the costs of large

power transfersover long distances.

Other "smart" transmission components might be added to monitor and diagnose the internal

functions and condition of the lines (such as current, voltage, temperature,contamination, and

deterioration).Knowing the status of components immediately will improve the capability of

the system and result in better maintenancetechniques. This may necessitate advanced sensing

and live-line maintenancetechniques. Robotics andautomatedequipmentmight be used.

Utilities have already been utilizing robots for hazardous maintenanceof generatingfacilities

(Roman and Collins 1993).

In the long term, materials researchadvancementscould allow the power density of corridors

to be increased. Materials researchwill become more importantas the existing power system

ages. Given a breakthrough,superconductingtransmission cables might even be developed

(Balzhiser 1988). Mitigating the potential harmfuleffects of electromagnetic fields (EMFs) is

also a key researchobjective.

These new electronic and information technologies have great potential for enhancln&

transmission capabilities and potential for increasing the speed and flexibility of the

distribution system. This is because there have been fewer advances in distributionthan in

transmissionor generation;distributionsystems are essentially the same as in previous

decades. Faster, smarter, and more flexible control of distributioncould be achieved through

automationusing information technology. Automationrequires a communication technology

that can tie distributioncomponents to computercenters. Fiber optics and two-way radios are

being explored as candidatesfor high speed and reliable communication(Renz 1993).

Computersystems that can analyze informationcollected by the automatedmonitoring and

decide on control actions would also be needed.
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Automationof distributionhas allowed utilities to bettersynthesize diverse generating sources

anddynamic electricity pricing schemes. This increasedsophisticationof matchingsupply

with demandwould give energy storage a more prominentrole in the energy system. Storage

can provide an additionaloption for meeting demand as well as allowing new acquisition of

generation and transmission to be deferredby allowing a reserve for peak supply. The

primarystorage technology in current use is pumpedhydro. However, new technologies such

as batteries, compressed air energy storage, and superconductingmagnet energy storage might

be developed. These technologies will be adopted if they presenta cost advantage compared

to peaking units.

Automation could also allow utilities and distribution c_s to act effectively as energy

service providers that can manipulate both supply and demand options to achieve greater

e_tclency M the electric system. Energy service providers, either utilities or affiliate or

independent ESCOs, may be the futuremeans to accomplish IRP goals in a competitive

environmentwith diverse suppliersand dynamic markets. In terms of DSM, automation

would allow the use of "smart"consumer meters capableof real-time cost of service pricing

combined with advanced load-control features. Beyond simple load control devices, such as

remote control of water heaters, smart consumer metering would allow a consumer to assign

prioritiesto end-uses as a function of the real-time price of electricity. For example, the

Trastextsystem, a technology currentlybeing tested, continuouslyinteracts with residential

customers via various communicationmedia providingvariable pricing based on electricity

productionrests.

The overallconclusionis that technologicaladvancementswill shapethe electricutility

industry'sfutureby advancingwhatelectriccustomersandthe powersystemcando.The role

of technologicaladvancementin accommodatingmorecompetitivegenerationmarkets,wider

regionalelectricitysupplies,anda largerrole forDSM shouldbegivendueregardin

assessingthe potentialfor changein the electricutility industry.
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$. ENVIRONMENTAL

Concerns aboutthe environmenthave been growing since the 1970s andnow constitute a

majordriving force shaping the future. Modesitt (1993) states "Evea if the Clinton

administrationdevelops no new regulatoryinitiatives, those alreadybeing implementedwill

have significant effects on the power industry." The impact of environmental regulations on

the utility industry is twofold. They affect the industry directly, of course, because utilities

must comply with the regulations. They also affect the industry indirectly because electricity

customers andpotential customers must comply with the regulations. Sections 5.1 and5.2

focus on indirect and direct effects, respectively.

$.1 NATIONAL AND GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL TRENDS

Global environmental problems pose serious risks to the world's populations. The well-known

list of majorenvironmental problems includes radioactive and hazardouswaste, global

warming, ozone depletion, deforestation, species extinction, groundwatercontaminationand

depletion, air and water pollution, andacid rain. In combination, these problems, at the very

least, threaten the modernway of life based on technology and consumption and could pose

risks to the very existence of life on earth as it is today. Certainly this is the message being

communicatedby Vice PresidentGore in his book Earth Jn the Balance (Gore 1992).

The fact that a majorpolitician has published a book on the environment indicates that the

environmentoccupies a very importantposition at the crossroadsbetween economics, politics,

society, andtechnology. The environmenthas an important and vocal political constituency.

Organizations such as Greenpeace, the NaturalResources Defense Council, and the Sierra

Club have distinct political agendas and influenceon public policy. Environmentalism is not

only a crusadeof special interestgroups. Worldwide, Schwartz (1991) sees environmentalism

as a strong movement among the 20 billion or so people who will pass through their teens in

the 1990s. Industriessuch as the electric power industryhave felt the fervor of environ-
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mentalism andmany such organizations are incorporatingenvironmentalisminto their

corporatecultures.

Environmental values drive expensive environmentalprograms, such as the Superfund

Programand other hazardouswaste programs in the United States (Russell, Colglazier, and

Tonn 1993), which have direct effects upon economic competitiven_s and employment.

Implementingexpensive solutions to solve majorenvironmentalproblems is exceedingly

difficult. At the global level, it is an enormous challenge to find solutions that satisfy

numerouscountries possessing different cultures, economies, and potential environmental

risks. At the national level, even when there is a political consensus abouta problem, more

often than not the *'devilis in the details." What is a hazardouswaste7 Who ought to pay to

clean up a Superfund site7 Expense and implementationissues will slow but not halt progress

in protectingthe environment.

As a last point, it should be noted that technology can be seen both as the culprit and the

savior. Manufacturingtechnologies and those associated with nationaldefense are major

causes of environmental problems. On the other hand, biotechnologies in particular hold

promise both for remediationandfor pollution prevention. Certainly, the trend in the private

sector is to develop technologies that are environmentallybenign as well as energy- and cost-

effective.

Environmental issues haw indirect effects on the utility industry by q_ectln&electricity

consumers. Specifically, environmentalconcerns are predicted to increase electricity demand.

Environmentalpressures push for the adoption of a host of industrial electric technologies

aimed at environmentalgoals. For example, increaseduse of electricity can reduce the amount

of fossil fuel inputsto industrial processes such as materials manufacture.Coatings that do not

producevolatile organic compounds may also requiremore electricity (due to, say, their

chemical manufactureor heat-activatedbonding). Recycling--for example, of metals and

plastics--also requiresenergy, in many cases electricity.

Also, the trend toward the development and adoption of electric vehicles owes its emergence

to urban air quality concerns, particularly in southernCalifornia. By 2003, 10% of all new
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vehicles sold in California must be "zero-emission"vehicles. Otherstates ate planning similar

regulations, andthe electric vehicle is the only currenttechnology that qualifies as zero-

emission. If most electric vehicles will be charged overnight, they will produce very

desirable load growth for utilities--electricity sales without the need for building new

generationfacilities.

Because electricity can be producedoutside of urbanareasand transmittedin to supply zero-

emission end-uses, increased use of other electric technologies will be a prominent means of

addressinggrowing urbanair quality concerns. Furthermore,due to economies of scale and

relative efficiencies, reducing environmentalimpacts at electricity generationfacilities is less

costly than at end-use points.

Lastly, maybe more so than with the topics of theprevious sections, all environmental issues

being confrontedby the utility industry have their roots in the environmentalvalues of the

larger society. Thus, the tie between nationalandutility trends is extremely strong in this

area. Additionalissues are discussed below.

$.2 ENVIRONMENTAL TRENDS IN THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY

Integrated resource planning is greatly influenced by environmental concerns. Utilities desire

a mix of resourcesthat is environmentallysound, cost-effective, and reliable. Federal laws

such as CAAA andthe EP Act of 1992 provide a strong regulatory framework within which

utilities must work to protect the environment.For example, CAAA provides market

incentives to reduce emissions related to acid rain [e.g., each ton of sulfur dioxide (SO2)

emissions avoided by utility conservationmeasures entitles a utility to an SO2emission

allowance_ ], and the EP Act provides tax credits and other subsidies for environmentally

sound generationtechnologies. In addition, IRP is the means employed in many states to

address environmental impactsof resourceoptions. As of 1990, 17 state PUCs required

utilities to consider environmental externalitiesin resource decisions, and 5 others were

developing procedures to do so (Cohen et al. 1990); as of 1992, 2 more state PUCs joined the

ranks (Arizona 1992)._
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Unfortunately, meeting the environmental, cost, and reliabilityobjectives is not easy. For

example, renewables, productionof energy from wastes, andcogeneration are being pursued

mainly due to their superiorenvironmental performance.However, these technologies are not

immune to environmentalquandaries.Biomass causes similar air emissions to coal [with the

exception of SO2and possibly carbon dioxide (COz) if "closed-loop" replanting is done]. The

same is true for combustionof wastes. Changes to the Clean Water Act, expected after 1994,

have the potential to curtailnew hydropower projects?' Opposition to wind generationhas

also been felt due to the potential of killing endangered birds. Visual degradationis another

concern with many renewables, especially wind and solar, which requirea large area due to

the dispersed natureof the energy. The by-productsof photovoltaic cell production are

potentially environmentallydamaging. There are other special problems with chlorofluoro-

carbons (CFCs), dioxins, municipal waste, etc. Addressingthese and other environmental

issues is a challenge for utilities.

Beca-_e of these types of issues and the emissions of global warming gases from the burning

of fossil fuels, nuclearpower has resurfacedin the public debate. Even if high construction,

operating, andmaintenancecosts could be reduced, nuclearpower would not enjoy a revival

in the United Statesuntil people perceive that its environmental, health, andsafety risks are

greatly reduced (Morgan 1993). Nonetheless, advancements in smaller-scale nuclearfacilities

with more inherentsafety features, such as automaticshutdown, are being developed. Perhaps

standardized small-scale nuclearplants will come on line later next century if global warming

concerns increase andfossil fuel prices rise. For this to happen, regulation and waste disposal

issues would need to be solved first, andpublic fears would need to be assuaged (Morgan

1993; Ahearne 1989).

There are strong indications that natural gas may play a more prominent role in integrated

resource plans becausenaturalgas combines low capitalcost, short construction time, and

high efficiency with relativelylow emissions. Natural gas is not just for peak-load power

anymore; combined-cycle gas turbines are the technology of choice for new baseload plants

and naturalgas also figures prominently as a repowering fuel. Natural-gas-firedpower plants

constitute about three-quartersof all planned new capacity. As Leone states, "It seems...
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natural-gas-firedpower plantsare the only acceptable meansof satisfying all the interest

groups and stakeholders."

In the longer term, fuel cell developmenthas the potential to makenatural gas even cleaner

andmore efficient. Clean coal technologies will need to be advanced to take advantage of this

plentiful resource while keeping within the boundsof tolerable environmental impacts (e.g.,

with respect to global warming).

Environmental concerns make DSM programs more attractive If market forces do not reduce

the value of DSM to utilities. As Gibbons and Gwin (1989) state, "We can, at least for the

next couple of decades, displace fossil fuels--and reduce carbon emissions--more quickly and

more cheaply with energy efficiency measuresthan with energy supplied by nuclear or

renewable sources." Thus, DSM may be a cost-effective way to achieve environmentalgoals.

However, "many in the electricity industryare doubtful that a more aggressive pursuitof

DSM pays off environmentally or economically" (The Quad Report 1993). As discussed

elsewhere in this paper, existing DSM practices, andmore broadlyIRP, may not be

compatible with a decentralized, market-drivenelectricity industry. The pushtoward

competition andlaissez faire electricity markets, combined with the political trendtoward

using taxation for policy implementation, could mean that the considerationof environmental

impactsmight be lessened or take differentforms (e.g., increasedtaxation over additional

regulation). As The Quad Report paraphrasesPeter Bradford,New York Public Service

Commission chairman, "State regulatory bodies that are trying to internalize social costs or

environmentalexternalities through regulatoryproceedings are probably swimming against the

tide.... National policy.., should be used to internalize externalities, set correct prices,

andencourage the correct level of conservation."

Environmental pressures also raise the cost of electricity. As mentioned in the political and

regulatory trendssection, increasinguse of price signals to implementpolicy is an identifiable

trend. In regardto environmentalexternalities, environmentalcriteriaare explicitly included

in the competitive bidding process for power in New York, California, and Massachusetts,

which results in electricity customerspaying a higher price for less environmentallydamaging
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resources. The use of addersor credits to raise the returnfor less environmentallydamaging

investments in the ratesettingprocess, as in Wisconsin andVermont, have similar effects.

The CAAA's continuousemissions monitoring (CEM) requirementsmay increase the costs of

NUG generation. As White and Mitnick (1993) state, "The requirementmakes no distinction

between utility generatingunits andnonutilitygenerators.... Independentpower projects

will be more costly andrisky because of the CEM requirements, and thus, some of the

competitive advantages of independent facilities relative to traditionalutilities will be lost."

The capitalcosts of environmentaldamage minimizationtechnology constitute fixed costs that

are passed on to ratepayers. Also, the widespreadconcern aboutenvironmentaldamage has

given NIMBY and NOPE groups immense clout in delaying and canceling new generation

projects.3sThe mere threat of delays and legal costs can lead to the cancellationof a project,

which has led to increased costs and risks for new projects, thereby increasingthe cost of

electricity.

Finally, as mentioned elsewhere in this paper, environmentalconcerns about transmission

facilities, particularly health concerns aboutEMFs, could preventthem from being built,

thereby increasingtransmission costs.

The overall conclusion in regard to environmentaltrends is that they profoundly affect the

utility industry directly and indirectly, and if they increase, the effects could be even more

profound. If pressing environmental problemsbecome more dire, the changes wrought on the

utility industry in the next centurycould be drastic. However, the utility industry has already

changed a great deal in response to environmentalpressures and the potential for further

changemay be limited. In the future, there may be more pressure puton other causes of

environmentalharm, in particular the automobile.
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6. GLOBAL AND UTILITY SCENARIOS

Scenarios are plausible stories about the futurestate of the world. They are useful to develop

andconsider when one is presentedwith the task of thinking about the future in a strategic

fashion. A well-scripted set of scenarios allows strategicplannersto move beyond

conventional wisdom to consider opportunitiesfor and threats to their organizations,

disciplines, and lives over a wide range of futurepossibilities. Planners can then develop

strategic responses for imagined futuresituations to reducerisk and even to help overcome

events that are complete surprises.

Kahn and Weiner (1967) are often given credit for making scenario analyses a standard

technique for thintcingaboutthe future in governmentand business planning. Schwartz

(1991), drawing on his experiences at Royal Dutch Shell, recommends that each scenario be

built around a thought-provokingplot or theme and that approximatelythree scenarios be

developed, one that represents conventional wisdom andtwo that play off the "official future"

in interestingways. The artof scenario building is to create scenarios that are not so far-

fetched as to be completely implausible and therefore useless, and yet not too similar to each

other (i.e., to conventional wisdom) because few new insights will result. Scenarios are most

valuable as cognitive aids, not as probabilistic predictions of the future, to assist people in

formulatingnew ideas about the world and considering appropriateresponses.

Scenario analysis is an appropriatemethod to use as a first step toward considering the future

of IRP in the electric utility industry._sThis is because, as documented in Sects. 1-5, the

electric utility industryis undergoingsignificant change, and the future state of the industry is

not reliably predictable. Thus, it makes sense at this time to create utility of the future

scenarios and then begin to assess the potential role of IRP under the scenarios. In this

process, we deal with broad issues, general themes, and widespreadtrends that can inform

about both the future of the industry and the future of IRP. It is anticipated that future

projects will build upon the best ideas presented below to more specifically address IRP in the

near term as well as to consider in more detail recommendationsfor IRP in the future.
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Our approachto scenario analysis differs somewhat from the typical are in that we present

two sets of scenarios, in additionto three scenarios for the utility of the future, we first

present three scenarios that are global in scope. As we have tried to demonstrate in Sects.

1-5, powerful nationaland global forces are significantly shaping the utility industry. The

trend toward competition is global, notjust within the utility industry. Political, societal,

technological, andenvironmentalfactors that transcendindustry boundaries are important

determinantsof the utility of the future. Thus, how global trends play out will have important

consequences for the electric utility industry.

Section 6.1 below presents the global scenarios. Section 6.2 presents the utility scenarios. The

scenarios are intendedto describe a world approximately5-10 years in the future. Section 6.3

examines consistencies and inconsistencies between the global and utility scenarios.

During the course of building and revising the scenarios, we found that several important

questions arose concerningIRP. What, if any, relationshipsare there between the global

scenarios and IRP7 Is IRP a driver of change in the utility industry or a tool that helps utilities

andPUCs react to andmanage change? Should IRP be included in the utility scenarios? To

answer the last two questions, it was decided not to include IRP in the utility scenarios

because IRP will probablyfollow and not lead change in the industry. To provide a specific

focus on IRP, we decided to discuss separately IRP's role in each of the utility scenarios and

the relevance of the global scenarios to IRP (see Sect. 6.4).

6.1 GLOBAL SCENARIOS

As the earth's societies head towards the twenty-firstcentury, they are undergoingvarious

pressures from various sources. Among the most importantpressures are global economic

competition, ethnic andpolitical strife, political unrest, global climate change, relentless

technological change, AIDs and other pandemics,and populationgrowth. Positively, one can

argue that the world's societies are moving more toward democracy, increasingly respecting

human rights, improvingliving standards,increasingknowledge, and improving the

environment. The business-as-usual scenario assumes that only small progress is made toward
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solving these problemsand moving toward more desirable futures. At one extreme, one can

assume that the negative forces will dominate, as in the fortress-statescenario. At the other

extreme, one can assume that more positive forces will dominate, as in the technotopia

scenario. Characteristics of these scenarios are presentedbelow.

6.1.1 Business as Usual

In the business-as-usual future, business is still king, political life is crisis-drivenbut resilient,

major social problems remain largely unsolved, technology continues to advance at an

amazingpace, andenvironmentalconcerns continue to grow.

Competition is an importantaspect of this scenario, especially intense global economic

competition. Belief in the benefits of competition is widely shared across the political and

socioeconomic spectrum. The economic landscapecontinues to be dominated by large

multinationalprivate organizations whose interestsdrive public policy and investment

decisions. Internationaltraderemains a serious issue, both from the workers' viewpoint (save

jobs) and from the multinational'sviewpoint (open markets). Informationtechnology

facilitates improvements in productivity,distribution,and management, which tends to

increase competitive pressures. Consumerism obsesses the world's youth, which creates the

seeds of a shared world culture and economic frenzy to meet fickle product demands. New

products are introduced at a dizzying pace to try to meet unpredictablechanges in taste.

Economic disputes rise as a leading cause of internationalconflict but are handled through

often tense and extended negotiations.

The Western politicians and governmentscontinue to be viewed with suspicion, but, all in all,

democratic processes remain stable. Campaigningcontinues to be done through the media,

and politicians continueto focus on short-termissues. Intense press scrutiny causes

widespreadrisk aversion among politicians and civil servants. The global economic

competition archetype sweeps through government, leading to initiatives in market-based

regulation(which also acts to spreadrisk and blame to nongovernmentalsources) and some

improvementsin operationalefficiency. However, governments reserve the option of turning

back to more traditionalforms of regulationand interventionshould market-based solutions
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fail to yield promisedsocial benefits. The U.S. governmentplays a slightly more active role

in domestic industrialdevelopment.

Global telecommunicationssystems facilitatecommunicationof ideas andvalues aroundthe

world, but nation-statesremain the dominatepolitical entities. The gulf between the haves and

the have-nots increaseswithin the developed countries andcontinues to widen between the

developed anddeveloping countries. Awareness of these inequities causes social unrest.but no

more than in recent decades. In the United States, the serious problems of urbancrime and

violence, drug abuse, illiteracy, andteenage pregnancy remain, largely because government is

caughtup with the private-sectorparadigm. Terrorismbecomes more widespreadbut does not

seriously threaten regular commerce or everyday behavior. Regional conflicts continue to

arise but are "contained." Ethnic, racial, and religious strife increases in various parts of the

world, but governments are able to "manage" the situations, although without the benefit of

lasting solutions.

There is a strong consensus that advances in science and technology are the best means for

increasingthe qualityof life. New scientific breakthroughsin informationtechnology,

biotechnology, and material science provide the foundationfor new products and markets.

The Information Superhighwaybecomes a reality. Governmentsare barely able to regulate the

flood of new products. Education,health care, and the overall quality of life improveto a

small degree as a result. Limited governmentrevenue allows society only to maintainits

alreadydeterioratedphysical infrastructure.

The environmentcontinues to be a causeof internationalconcern. Incrementalprogress is

made on environmental issues, although catastrophescaused by global environmentalchange

still hang over our heads like a Sword of Damocles because internationalpolitics remains

fractious and consumerismdrives developing countries to increaseenergy use, production,

andpollution. Most progress is made on local issues associated with the disposal of hazardous

wastes, air andwater quality, and exposure to toxins in food and at work. Limited

government revenue prevents more progress.



6.1.2 Techn_,',_pia

In this future, the developed world moves on to new forms of social organizationbuilt upon

two importantfactors, a cooperativeworldview and informationtechnology. Thus, business

and governmentundergo majortransformation, serious social problems are largely resolved,

technology development focuses on life-enhancinginnovations, and environmentalconcerns

are factored into every aspect of life.

The world scene is still definedby democracy and markets, but the "myths" that underpin

human happiness are drawn more from environmentalthemes than from capitalism and

consumerism. Therefore, people are drawn to social organizationalschemes that seek to

soften the often harsh consequences of unbridledcompetition. The creative energy of the

MacWorldfinds new avenues in environmentalism,social service, andvirtual communities.

Thus, on the economic front, consumerismfades and is replacedby vigorous competition to

develop new medicines and technologies to promote a sustainablesociety. Multinationalslose

marketshare, size, and power to an amorphousarrangementof networked individuals and

small to medium-sized firms. International"trade" is replaced by international

"collaboration"as it becomes impossible to tracktradeand monetary"balances" in any

meaningful way. Informationtechnology anduniversal health care allow people to shift from

project to project and reconfigurethemselves dependingon the project. The need to work

with many differentpeople in a decentralizedfashion via advanced telecommunicationsputs a

premium on cooperationand reduces traditionalcompetition between distinct economic

entities. As a result, competition is not widely viewed as a precursorfor increases of quality

of life.

Simultaneously, government is revitalized, in partby the application of information

technology. It becomes more efficient andresponsive. People put more faith in the ability of

collective action as i_plemented by governmentorganizations to produce services and

increase the quality of life. Thus, government reduces its use of market-based solutions to

solve social problems. Overall, governmentbecomes more ubiquitous, not necessarily in its

presentform, but in the form of smaller, novel local and regional quasi-governmental
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institutions createdto serve specific community interests. There is even a movement to

createnonspatial governments within a true "globalvillage" managedby advanced

informationtechnologies. This movement goes international,reducingthe influence of nation-

states in world affairs. Politiciansevolve to representprocess viewpoints andstress their

ability to manage consensual processes rather than representingideological viewpoints and

spatially defined constituencies.

Society continues its transformationwith respect to family composition, stability, andsize.

However, new government initiativesbased on informationtechnology and concepts of

economic sustainabiltty makeprogress in creating local jobs and in bringing in telecommuting

jobs to distressed urban areas. Technology and new concepts regarding skills and intelligence

result in jobs being tailored to each individual's strengths, thus making most every human

economically productive. Crime and unemploymentare reduced. Emergence of the global

village also works to reduce ethnic andracial strife through the promotion of shared values

and economic ties.

New technologies are developed to significantly preventpollution, remediateenvironmental

problems, and improve health, education, and the quality of life. More effort is expended to

create new medical treatments andless to develop new consumer products. Governmenthas

more money to spend on infrastructure,and researchanddevelopment yields impressive cost

saving breakthroughs.

The cooperative worldview promotes global activities to solve global environmentalproblems.

Sustainabilityis practiced on a world scale. The combinationof reduced consumerism and

Westerntransferof information, medical, andenvironmental technology to developing

countries greatly assists internationalpolitical negotiation. Progress is made in reducing air

and waterpollution and exposures to toxins.
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6.1.3 FortressSLste

This world is anarchic, dangerous, and unpredictable.Survival is the game in business,

politics, andllfe. Technology developments are geared toward short-termprofit-taklng.

Environmentalconcerns are overwhelmed by survival concerns anddysfunctional institutions.

Intensenationalandglobaleconomiccompetitionis sociallydestructive.Movementof

productionto low wageareasendsup causingwidespreadworkerunrestin developed

countries,reducedincomes,andfurtherpressuresto reduceprices.Workerssufferfromjob

insecurity,reducedwages,andreducedbenefits.Plantclosingsdestabilizecommunities.

Internationaleconomicagreementsunravel.Economicsurvivalfor firmsin mostindustries

becomesproblematic.A fortressmentalitypervadeseveryaspectof life. Overall, the

economicqualityof life decreasesevenasthosewhodohavejobs worklongerhoursjust to

maintaintheirjobs.

Thedownwardspiralof householdincomefurtherreducestheabilityof governmentto raise

revenue. Governmentsareunableto respondeffectivelyto deepeningsocialproblems

becauseit is politicallyeasierto reducesupportacrossthe boardratherthan focuson solving

a few problemswell. Publicopinionof governmentcontinuesto drop,andmany in

governmentbecomecynicalof thepublic.Corruptionincreases.Politicianspanderto the

emotionalsideof their constituentsin their effortsto gainpower.Toleranceandcollective

goodgiveway to intoleranceandnarrowself-interest.

Simultaneously,ethnic,religious,andracialviolencespinsoutof control,in partdueto

people'ssubstitutionof positiveeconomicexperienceswith belongingnessassociatedwith

one'sethnic,religious,or racialidentities.The stillwell-to-dobarricadethemselvesintohigh-

securityenclaves.Terrorismbecomesglobalandmoredeadly.Targetstypicallyinclude

institutionsthatareownedby, arerunby, andperpetuatethosewhoalreadyhavepower.

Thus,attackson infrastructure,includingutilities,canbeexpectedto bewidespread.People's

needsfor groupidentityandthebasicmeansof survivalpreventsocietiesfrom totally

disintegrating.Fallingbehindare education,healthcare,andsocialsecurity.
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Science am,_ technology yield new products of dubious economic or moral value, and in this

chaoticenvironment,researchanddevelopmentexpendituresplummet. Few breakthroughs

arereported.The physicalinfTutructurecontinuesto deteriorate.

Environmentalproblemsreceivelessattentionandsoonbeginto accelerateeconomicand

politicalproblems.Globalwarminghasthe potentialto leadto numerousdeadlyconflictsover

landandresources.Reducedgovernmenteffectivenmsresultsin Increasedexpose,oresto

toxinsin foodandat work.ThefortresHtatementalityof numyinbusinessleadsto increased

illegaldumpingof hazardouswastesandthe skirtingof otherlawsto cutcosts.

6.1.4 Summary

Table6.1 presentsa summaryof the threeglobalscenarios.
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Table 6.1 (Continued)
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Table 6.1 (Continued)
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6.2 UTILITY SCENARIOS

Currently, the majorforce changing the electric utility industry is increasing competition at all

levels of the power industry: generation,transmission,distribution, andretail. As discussed

above, the future form and functionof utilities will be determined by the path and extent of

competition as influencedby future regulation, societal trends, technology, andenvironmental

concerns.

A major question is whether the utility industry will become more consolidated aroundwider,

regional markets(this is the premise of the megaelectric scenario) or more decentralized and

vertically deintegratedwith a multitude of players (this is the premise of the discomania

scenario). Alternatively, radical changes in the electric utility industry may not occur

prhnarHybecause risk adversity overcomes the best of intentionsfor change. This is the

premise of the frozen in headlightsscenario?7 Eachscenario is presented with the following

structure:electric power industry outlook followed by generation, transmission, and

distribution issues. IRP issues are discussed separately in Sect. 6.4.
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6.2.1 Frozenin Headlights

The utility industry envisioned in this scenarios looks much like the industry of today. Over

the years, there are numerouspressures for change, but these pressures ot_enopposed each

other and utility interests. Uncertaintyis rampant, and there seem to be large risks associated

with most decisions. As a result, the industry appearsto have frozen in the headlights of the

on-rushing world. Only incrementalchange distinguishes this world from today's utility

industry.

For example, vertical integrationis very high in this scenario. Utilities still own the majority

of the power generation resources and maintaina monopoly over transmission and

distribution. The industry ultimately faces no majorchanges in the demand for electricity that

might force more change, although the nationaleconomy andthe sources for energy demand

have changed tremendously, Indeed, the strandedasset problemhas pi'oduced a standoff

between utilities, large industrial customers, and the regulators. Profits are squeezed due to

burdens associated with additionalrisks for financing new generationresources, PUCs' refusal

to incorporatethe costs for imprudentventures--judged very subjectively after the fact--into

the ratebase, and relatively small increases in productivity.

The utility industry is only incrementallymore competitive in generation. NUG penetration

into the market is slowed for several reasons: increasingfinancial risks as PUCs begin to

include NUGs into rate proceedings, increasedcosts for environmentalcontrols, and

increasing cost competitiveness on the partof utilities. Industrial cogeneration also has

decreased as manufacturershave been unableto justify increased long-term capital

expenditures in any one country. Still not fulfilling their promise, there have been no

technological breakthroughsin renewables that could have lead to widespread, decentralized,

small-scale generation.

PUCs still oversee power generationanddirect utilities, with some contradiction, to provide

more reliable power at lower cost. Environmentalcompliance costs have increased as existing

laws are now accompanied by specific butunpredictablystrict regulations. The resource mix

contains more natural gas andcoal, due to improvementsin associated generation
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technologies, at the expenseof oil. Nuclear energy does not makea comeback due to adverse

public opinion. As mentioned above, renewables also fail to make inroads. New plants

average200-300 MW incapacity.

The utilities' reign over transmissioncontinues (i.e., utilities have controlover construction,

reliability, dispatch, etc.), andbulk power transfersandwheeling have patternssimilar to the

presentones. These patternshave continued in partbecause improvements in transmission

technology (e.g., improvedpower electronics) arejust enough to convince PUCs and
I

customers that the utilities are making a sincere effort to improvethis partof the utility

system. Another factor is that concerns over EMF have increasedgreatly, forestalling the

siting of new transmissionlines that could have had differentownership.

This situation is also in partdue to the factthatgeneration-andtransmission-owningutilities,

in the face of enormous pressure, have not actedagainst their economic self-interestby

providing pain-free transmissionaccess to lower-pricedgeneration competitors. FERC

ultimately proves unable to establish and mediateeffective transmissionaccess regulations.

Transmission-owning utilitiesare simply too clever at fo:lowing the letter of comparable

- access regulations while violating the spirit. As a result, power brokering is at minimum and

involves only the largest of customers.

Lastly, the situationis also due to a decrease in the need to wheel large amountsof power as

= capacity-poor areas have found it in their interestto increasetheir indigenous supply of power

resources. This is becausecapacity-poor areas have found they have no guarantees that

contracts will be honored or renewed in the long-term(e.g., the Supreme Court has ruled that

a capacity-richarea suffering a natural disasterdoes not have to cut back services to core

customers to meet its contractualobligations to other service areas).

The distribution of electricity remains centralizedand closely regulated by PUCs. Utilities

continue to publishtariffs for electricity services, which only the largest customers have the

ability to question and negotiate. Indeed, although rarely acted upon, large customers continue

to threaten to leave utility service areas for other areas. However, because profits have been
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reduced, prices have been reduced somewhat, anddistributiontechnology has improved, large

customersgenerally stay put.

Regulatory oversight does an adequatejob of ensuringthat utilities do not inequitably cross-

subsidize by raising rates to captive customers in order to force out competitors by lowering

rates to footloose customers. Utilities and ESCOs continue to uneasily share the energy

services market. Utilities continue to provide DSM services at the behest of the PUCs and

because competition has not increasedso substantiallyin generationas to make it a completely

unprofitable venture. In addition, DSM programsbecome more innovativeand dependenton

advances in computers andcontrols.

Overall, electricity prices have risen with inflationas DSM, limited increases in competition

in generation, and some productivity increases in generation, transmission, and distribution

have pushed to reducecosts while aging plants, environmentalregulations, and additional

social obligations (e.g., low-incom_ programs)have pushed to increase costs. Natural gas and

renewableprices also have remainedstable.

In summary, uncertaintiesconspire to retard change in the electric utility industry. Risks

associated with investing in new capacityincrease, and utilities' ability to forecast future

demand erodes. The winners in the battleover transmission access are constantly in doubt.

PUCs offered contradictory guidance and become increasingly intolerantof bad decisions,

even if utilities have made them in concert with PUCs and with the best of intentions. The

size and composition of the customerbase have never been sure things and even the

responsibilities for utilities to provide energy services are uncertain. In combination, these

uncertaintiesmake it very difficult for utilities to make the majordecisions that could lead to

majorchanges in the industry. As it happens, events external to the industry have unfolded in

such a way that change has not been forced upon the industry.

6.2.2 Megaelectric

In this scenario, change factors favoringa more centralized, vertically integratedindustrywin

out over change factors favoring a more decentralized industry. Indeed, the industry
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undergoes a massive consolidation, resulting in only a small numberof exceedingly powerful

megaelectric utilities.

Deregulationof the industry quickensduring the mid to late 1990s when it benefits society

most andhas become inevitable in any case. However, like other deregulatedindustries that

have consolidated (e.g., in the early twenty-firstcentury, there are only four majornational

airlines, three national newspapers, four majorworld computervendors, six multinational

insurance companies, etc.), the electric utility industryconsolidates beyond anyone's wildest

dreams. Utilities merge at a quick pace in the beginning of the new millennium in order to

increase capital availablefor investment, increase leverage over electricity rates, decrease

administrativecosts, decrease the threat of competition, consolidate maintenanceand research

and developmentfunctions, andprovide betterreturns for their investors. Foreign investors

(through internationalinvestmentorganizations) have supplied a considerable amountof the

capitalneeded to finance the mergers.

Industryprofits level off after many up and down years as first deregulationand then major

changes in electricity demand and peaksoccur. Now, instead of state PUCs, multistate PUCs

and the federal government, due to the size of the megautilities, regulate the rates of the

megautilities and award steady if unremarkableprofits that harken back to the 1960s.

Also reminiscentof a bygone era, andfacilitating steady profit allowances, are steady

increases in the demand for electricity. N_ demands for electricity are realized, beginning

with the demandfor electricity for electric cars. More affluent lifestyles revolve around new

electronicproducts, everythingfrom smart toilets (Davis and Davidson 1991) to a plethora of

smart appliances (Mayersohn 1993) and increasinglypowerful, user-friendly, yet smaller

home computers and faxes. Cooperationbetween the utility industry and the government leads

to the developmentof environmentallysensitive industrialprocesses, many of which requirea

great deal of electricity. These technologies include a whole line of waste and chemical

recycling technologies, water-basedand baked-on coatings, lightweight and durablematerials,

and synthetic replacements for petroleumproducts.
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Populationdensitiesincreasedramaticallyaspeoplemovebackto establish_xlcentralcitiesin

orderto takeadvantageof publictransportationandwalkingaccessto shop_,etc., andto

reducecommutingandothertraffic-gridlockedtrips.Evenin Westerncities,densitiesincrease

asearthquakeengineeringimprovesandoldercoreneighborhoodsaregentrifiedwith high

density,mixedlandusedevelopments.

Increasingdensitiesandenvironmentalregulationsmakeit muchmoredifficultfor homesand

businessesto producepoweron theirown. In general,only the largestof industriescanjustify

producingenoughelectricityon-siteto make independentpowerproductionsufficientlycost

efficient,reliable,andconvenient.Thus,electricitydemandhasincreasedin the fourmajor

sectors:residential,transportation,commercial,andindustrial.

This scenario is also characterized by the virtual eliminationof nonindustrial nonutility

generationof electricity. In addition to the factors mentionedabove associated with the

increase in mergers, majortechnological breakthroughsbenefit the economics of large-scale,

centralizedpower production.As seen in the 1990s, economies of scale are being realized in

naturalgass8and accelerateduring the ensuing years. Additional technological breakthroughs

include superconductingtransmission lines; new ceramics that improve thermal efficiency and

allow the developmentof much larger thermalunits; and fundamentaladvances, as well as

standardization, in fission power. Fusion remains a distant promise, even in this hypothetical

world.

Massive regional power generationparkshave been established away from populationcenters,

the only option availableto take advantage of new economies of scale and overcome NIMBY

sentiments. Superconductingtransmission lines and the institutional consolidation discussion

above have also contributedto the creationof these parks.Environmentalcosts are somewhat

lower per megawattgeneratedbecause of new designs, fewer power plants, and overall

increases in productivity.

Renewable energy sources have made gains in niche markets in specialized settings, but their

electricity production is minuscule comparedto the superplants'massive output. Increased

public and regulator awareness of environmentaldamages from alternativesmall-scale
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generatingtechnologies have contributedto the reversalof the small-scale generation trend.

For example, small-scale hydro is shunnedbecause it modifies watershed, windpower is

shunned because it kills endangeredbirds, and biomass- and waste-fueled combustion do not

significantly expand because of air pollution and other environmental impacts.

The megautilities completely control the transmissiongrids. Even federal transmission systems

are privatized and become absorbed into the mega-lOUs. Demands for access to the

transmission grid decrease if only because the sheer size of the megautilitiesspatially

eliminates situations in which power wheeling could be considered. Although new computer

technologies improve the operationof transmissionnetworks, transmissionarrangementsdo

not change much. similarly, retail wheeling of power is not widespreadbecause the regional

power parks can supply electricity to largegeographic areas at low cost. Thus, in this

scenario, there are no power brokers, the utilities maintaincontrol over the grid, and

customerspay the published tariffs for electricity.

FERC is replacedby a mega-agencyof its own thatoversees all U.S. mega infrastructure

companies, the Federal InfrastructureRegulatoryCommission (FIRC). In addition to

overseeing transmission,FIRC also oversees the large highway companies [courtesy of the

Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (IVHS) project advances in laser-guided toll collecting], a

reconstituted cable-phone-computernetworkindustry, and the national water company, among

other industries.

In this scenario local governments become a vital player in representingthe interests of

customers at the distributionend of an industrydominatedby fewer and larger utilities.

Customers receive highly reliable service at steadily decreasingcosts. However, the

megautilities lose interestin conservation and other DSM activities. ESCOs have complete

control over this market now but need activist local governments to block utility attemptsto

thwart their activities to cut energy use.

In summary, in the megaelectricscenario, the industry consolidates due to financial and

organizational forces. Consolidation is supported by technological advances that create

economics of scale for large regional power parks. Regulation is now handled by local,
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multistate,and federal agencies. Due to decreasing costs for electricity, increasingdemands,

satisfactoryenvironmentalcontrols, and increasingreliability of service, regulation is, by and

large, nonconfrontational.

6.2.3 Dlseomania

In this scenario, the utility industry as we know it today has become extinct. It has been

replacedby a vastly disintegratedindustrythatfeatures separate ownershipof generation,

transmission,and distributionsystems. The original utilities now only own local distribution

companies, after participatingin one of the most frenzied and by-far most expensive sell-offs

of assets in the nation's history, to be forever known as discomania.

Several factors in the mid to late 1990s lead to the fast paced change in the industry:

plummetingdemand for electricity, widespreaddispersed generation, increased liabilities

associated with generationandtransmission, and major improvementsin intelligent

informationtechnologies needed to control the system andmanage interactionsamong the

players. Let's take each of these factors in turn.

Electricity demand has dropped precipitouslyfor two majorreasons. First, it has become

apparentthat the build-upof greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is actuallyhastening global

climate change. New forecasts for 1996 emission levels predict global warmingof 6°F by the

mid-twenty-firstcentury and potential devastationof almost every national economy. Only a

drastic reduction in emissions could possibly hold off the most dire consequences. As a result,

energy conservation has become a maniaof its own overnight. Second, technologies have

conveniently evolved to supportthis initiative. Photovoitaics, even if somewhat more costly,

are now reliable and more efficient. Governmentand industryhave worked together to

produce electricity-savingtechnologies and processes. Biomass has replaced oil as the major

source for transportationfuels because it addsno new net greenhouse gases to the atmosphere.

The InformationSuperhighwayallows furtherdecentralization,which promotes increaseduse

of solar technologies, yard-farming,and othersustainable activities. There are also impressive

improvementsin storage technology.
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In this scenario, every free-standingstructurehas the potential to produce at least part of its

own power. IPPs are cogeneratingbusinesses, small businesses operatingsmall generation

facilities, and even households. To reduce transmission losses, small-scale generation

facilities--many using photovoltaics, wind, andother renewabletechnologies as appropriateto

the area--are located throughoutpopulation areas, much like the gas stationsof old, and are

owned by local generatingcompanies (GENCOs). Only a few large power plants remain to

provide power to a few industrialcustomersandback-up power during adverse weather

situations and to ensure system reliability.

Utilities have found that their generationassets are unprofitablein this environmentbecause it

has never been possible to couple decreased sales of power with steady or even increasing

profits. In addition, there are rumors that utilities might be held liable for causing irreparable

harmto future generationsby contributingto global climate change through their generation

activities. Payouts could have stretched for decades, at least. The best way to avoid this

scenario was to dump generationresources as quickly as possible.

In any case, the utilities have been unablecompete organizationally or in terms of price with

new, small-scale companies and technologies coming on-line. Utilities cannotturnto the

PUCs for help because the PUCs have turned over regulationof generationto environmental

agencies (e.g., the EnvironmentalProtectionAgency). So, generationassets are quickly sold

or abandonedafter this realizationis made.

Because of the preponderanceof local generationand majorreductions in electricity demand,

the demand for power wheeling on a daily basis is relatively minimal. However, in the spirit

of nationalcooperation in times of crisis, a nationalcooperative effort has created a revamped

and efficiently connected national transmissionsystem. Macroelectronicsand computer

controls provide the needed speed, flexibility, and reliability, and requirenear-zero

maintenance.

Utilities have opted out of owning the transmissionsystems due to liability concerns

associated with EMFs. Another factor in this decision is the emergence of computerized

power packet managementand trading. Indeed, a nationalstock market has evolved to trade
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power futures. Power brokersmatchgeneratorsto retail customers, and electricity prices are

negotiatedin a competitive marketenvironment.Outside investors from anywhere in the

world can trade in the futures andspot marketsfor electric power. A big change in this

scenario from currentpractice is that instead of accepting tariffs posted by utilities, retail

customers have to sign contracts with power brokersandGENCOs guaranteeing some period

andlevel of business. Contractsare needed to stabilize these agreements and provide financial

incentives for generatorsto maintainand possibly build new capacity.

Utilities give way to government control of electricity transmission.Similar to the way that

the Federal Aviation Administration(FAA) manages air traffic, a new government agency

manages wheeling of power between power districts. These districts are political jurisdictions

much larger in scale than areas now covered by distributionutilities and serve to ensure

system reliability. The grid itself has a diverse ownership. Any piece of the grid can be

individuallyowned, andthe owners are responsible for billing and maintenance.The national

grid also makesfuture investments in capacity to cover peak loads almost completely

unnecessary. Although electricity does not actually flow across the entire continent, it is

continuallytraded between adjacentservice areas providing a leapfrog effect across vast

distances.

Thus, utilities are left with thedistributionnetworks;their majorresponsibility is to work

with generators,power brokers, and retail customers, underthe guidance of the FAA-type

agency overseeing wheeling, t_'ensure that power is delivered to retail customers. Although

smaller in total scope, this role is much more complex becaus_of the necessity to manage

thousands of potential power suppliersand manythousands of electricity customers.

Following other trends in organizationaldesign, the new utilities [actually distribution

companies (DISCOs)], like theother players in the power productionmarket, are small,

flexible core companies with ever-expandingnetworks of power buyers and suppliers. The

new utilities, for instance, do not directly engage the end customers in selling electricity

delivery, marketing,and efficiency services, but instead act through a network of contractors,

each specialized and responsive to specific and rapidlychanging customer needs. For

ex,_nple, households can buy heating, cooling, lighting, telephone, and video products from
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small service companies with the electricity costs built into the service costs. ESCOS also have

complete control over the conservation market.

Informationtechnologies play a centralrole in the operationof these new utilities and in the

operationof the new,power markets. For example, households have smart houses that play the

electricity market and control energy use. Other smarttechnologies also Interactwith markets

to maximize energy efficient use andcontrol the delivery of services.

Local governments work with the DISCOs to ensure that the interests of the public are met.

The local governments, much like the courts, focus on mediating disputes and establishing

satisfactory working arrangementsamongthe local players and managingrelationships with

regional and national players.

In summary, "._hediscomania world is driven by environmentalfears, new technologies, and a

small-is-beautifulethic. It is a world of GENCOs, transmissionscompanies (TRANSCOs),

and DISCOs, renewabletechnologies, and on-line interactivemarkets and systems. Electricity

prices may be stable or they may go up faster than inflation, if all costs to the consumer are

factored in. Prices for nonrenewable fossil fuels become irrelevantfor the most part.

Regulation of the new system becomes fracturedbut is appropriatefor this new electric utility

industry.

6.2.4 Summary

Table 6.2 summarizes the utility scenarios.
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Table 6.2. Comparison or utility scomrios
iiii II ii i I i i i ii i i [

Frozen in

Headlights Megaelectric Discomania
-- iii ii ] ] ] ] ]] iii]] [] i i i ii iii ]]

Industry Outlook
Electricity detmmd Steady Incream_morethan Plummets

inflation

Vertical integration Very high Almost complete Vast disintegration

Profitability Deomases Steady overall; Healthy overall;
determinedby numerous
PUCs winners and

losers

Generation

Competition HUGs make inroads Utility monopoly, Increases
in niche markets some cogeneratom dnunatioally

Ownership By local and regional By multiregional Dominated by
utilities utilities GENCOs and

cogener_tors

Technology No major Majorbreakthroughs, Major break-
breakthroughs medium-to large- throughs,small-

scale scale

Resourcemix Naturalgasandcoal Nuclearandnatural Renewablesgain
gainatexpenseof gasgain dramatically
oil

Regulation By slate PUCs By federal By other agencies
government and (e.g., EPA, ICC)
state

Environmentalcosts Increase amexisting Decrease per Hold steady;
laws are enforced megawatt increases for old

generated technology,
decreases for new
technology
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Table 6.2 (Continued)

ill

Frozen in

Headlishts Megaelectric Discomania
iiiiii ] i iiii i Illllll I II Ill IrllllllHIII II Illll IIII

Transmission
Competition Little or none None Much; foetered by

broker8

Ownership By resional utilities By multirqional By TRANSCO8
utilities

Technology Improved power Superconducting Intelligent power
electronic8 becomea practical controls

Reflulation By Wtte PUCs sod By FIRC By multiple fedend
FERC and m qencie8

(e.8. IZPA,ICC')

Distribution
Competition Retail wheeling for None Widespread retail

laqle customers wheeling

Ownership By local utilities By multiregional By DISCOs
utilities

Technology Better peak demand Increased reliability Direct current
msnagement increases

dramstically

Services ESCO-b..xl Limited Inter,
"intellillent"
servicee

Regulation By state PUCs By local agencies By FERC and local
govemment

Prk_

Electricity Steady Dectume in real Rise with inflation
money

NaturalGas Steady Increase in real Decrease in real
money money

Rmwwables Some decrease No change ].mile decrease
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6.3 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE GLOBAL AND UTILITY SCENARIOS

This section explores relationshipsbetween the global and utility scenarios. What factors in

each global scenario affect what factors in the utility scenarios? How consistent is each global

scenario with each utility scenario? These are challenging questions because each set of

scenarios is composed of numerousvariables. Relationships among variables within each

scenario andacross global and utility scenarios could take numerousforms, depending on

one's assumptions andon which scenario variables are considered to be the driving forces.

To usist this analysis, Fig. 6.1 provides a modest system diagramthat contains the most

import_t global and utility scenario variables. "Societal will" representsindividual and

collective preferences and the general state of society. Societal will is assumed to be the

centraldriving force In this system. In this simple system, societal will directly influences

economic demandand regulation, which generally representthe economic and the political

spheres, respectively. Economic demanddrives production,which should be interpretedas the

technological base of the economy.

Regulation, production, and economic demandinfluence four utility scenario variables:

electricity demand,power generation, power transmission, andpower distribution.

In very simple fashion, electricity demand influencespower generation, which affects power

transmission, which affects power distribution, which finally affects the delivery of electricity

services. Electricity services is one feedbacklink to societal will. Power generation and

production result in a certainamountof pollution, which affects the environmentandhuman

health, which in turn feeds back to societal will. Productionalso has relationshipswith

income and employment, and goods and services, which also feed back to societal will.

Fig. 6.2 presents values for these variablesone might assume to hold for each global and

utility scenario. In most cases, these values are drawndirectly from Tables 6.1 and 6.2,
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Fig. 6.1. Simplesystemor scmarlo variables.
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Fig. 6.2. Selected scenario variables and global-utility scenario relationships.
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respectively. The middle of Fig. 6.2 indicateshow consistent each global scenario is judged

to be with each utility scenario. The judgments range from highly consistent (business as

usual--frozen in headlights)to plausibly consistent (technotopia--frozen in headlights).

Because of the large numberof variables in the analysis, no global scenario appearsto be

completely inconsistent with any of the three utility scenarios. Areas of consistency and

inconsistency for each of the nine pairsof scenarios are noted below. This section concludes

with a discussion of key variables whose values are judged to have the most significant affect

upon which global andutility scenarios might emerge in the early twenty-first century.

6.3.1 Business as Usual--Frozen in Headlights

These two scenarios are highly consistent with each other because they basically representthe

currentworld of the mid-1990s. A societal will characterizedas embracingcompetition and

consumerism will impartstrong price pressureand promotemarket-based regulation. The

changing economy, from manufacturingto informationservices, will influenceproductionbut

not ultimately the fundamentalsof electricity demand.Utility industryregulatorswill push for

market-based solutions, allowing NUGs to increase their niche market and also allowing

utilities to react to maintaintheir base. Strong environmentalconcerns will continueto be felt

in the power generationandtransmission areas, as they do today. The growing disparity

between the haves andhave-nots will continue to result in pressures upon utilities to offer

programs to low-income customersat the same time that they need to rein in price increases.

Factors that define the business-as-usualscenario will continueto cause major uncertainties

for utility decision makers, resulting in the frozen-in-headlightsbehavior and incremental

change in the industry.

6.3.2 Business as UsuaI--Discomania

This pair of scenarios generally represent_what we have found to be the conventional wisdom

in the industry: the largerworld essentially stays the same while the industry evolves into a

highly decentralized networkof GENCOs, TRANSCOs, DISCOs, andESCOs. Indeed, these

two scenarios are very consistent because the competition-and consumer-goods-oriented
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societal will of the business-as-usualscenario offers the perfect conditions for new industry

players to tender a blizzardof new electricity services along with a reorganizedindustry.

Informationtechnology will facilitate the evolution of the discomania scenario by allowing the

real-time communicationneeded for these dispersed markets to operate.

The only potential inconsistency between the scenarios is that the discomania scenario is

characterizedby plummeting electricity demandand there are no factors in the business-as-

usual scenario that would necessarily lead to this situation. One reaction is that the discomania

scenario doesn't necessarily need to be characterizedby plummetingelectricity demand.

Another reaction might be that price pressures and environmentalconcerns combine to reduce

electricity demand more than might be associated with the business-as-usual scenario.

6.3.3 Business as Usual--Megaelectric

These two scenarios are consistent because they representthe relatively recent past. The utility

industry could easily slip back to its former, overwhelmingly monopolist ways. Indeed, the

industry might welcome the megaelectricscenario becauseof its lack of uncertainty.This

scenario requiresthe same regulatoryframeworks, capital investmentprocesses, and social

institutions (with some fine tuning) that we have today. The competitive societal will would

allow the megaelectric scenario to occur if cheap, more centralized power production led to

enhancements in global economic competitionand high levels of environmentalprotection.

The megautilities would be consistentwith the role of powerful nationstates and multinational

firms. The "universal belief that technological change is the best means for increasing quality

of life" in the business-as-usualglobal scenario is also conducive to megaelectric

developments because technological advancementis a prerequisite in this scenario.

The only source of inconsistency is in the area of regulation. The megaelectric scenariopaints

an industry rather indifferentto providingenergy services to meet equity and environmental

considerations of the societal will. However, the promise of steadyprofits and a simpler

planning environment would be more than enough to convince the megautilities to fully

cooperatewith the mixture of regulatoryagencies.
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6.3.4 Technotopia--Frozen in Headlights

These two scenarios are not very consistent with each other. Basically, the global warming

situationenvisioned in the technotopia scenario drives an extreme energy-efficiency ethic that

would cause electricity demandm plummet. Utilities are already very anxious about how they

will maintainrevenues and profits in the face of more ambitious DSM programs. Unless an

innovativesolution is found m overcome this problem--the revenue pressures combined with

the need to retool energy technology so that it is much more benign--it is unlikely that the

utility industryas envisioned in the frozen-in-headlightsscenario could coevolve with the

technotopiascenario.

It should be noted that in other ways, the scenarios are consistent with each other. The

existing PUC process can admit much more citizen involvement. Decreasing price pressures

would be welcomed by the utility industry. A focus on health and environmentallyrelated

products could also be consistent with currentpatternsof electricity demand.The industry

would also be willing to spend more on environmental control in a situation in which the

public is willing to pay more for electricity.

6.3.5 Technotopia--Discomanla

These two scenarios are highly consistent because the extreme drive toward energy efficiency

and sustainabilitywarranted by the confirmed threat of global climate change would result in

an industrywith a wholly new generationportfolio and structure. Environmentallybenign

technologies are likely to be small-scale renewabletechnologies, and small, competitive NUGs

have excelled in providing these technologies up to now.

The technotopiaculture, which is environmental,antibureaucratic,and tolerant, bestows favor

on steady income and flexible employment and would seem to favor the _flexible" industry

composed of GENCOS, TRANSCOS, DISCOs, and ESCOSthat could continuously

reconfigure to meet various demandsof the marketplace and is characterized by low

bureaucracyand high efficiency. The productionfocus on health and the environment

facilitates new electricity services andarrangements which are also the hallmarkof the
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discomania scenario. The stress on citizen involvement is also consistent with assignment of

responsibility for industryoversight to a mixtureof both local and federal agencies.

6.3.6 Technotopia--Megaelectric

The technotopiascenario could lead to the megaelectricutility scenario, provided that the new

large-scale technologies are environmentallybenign andutility regulation is revampedwhile

leaving utilities intact.For example, new nuclearand naturalgas technologies might be

perceived as beneficial (or at least the lesser of evils) if they do not contribute to further

emissions of greenhouse gases and if renewablesfail to meet demand or develop significant

environmental problems of their own. However, given the currentpublic abhorrenceof

nuclearpower, due,to its environmental and health risks, andsuspicion of utilities and

regulatoryagencies (attitudes that would only be more acute in the technotopia scenario),

these are big ifs.

One feature of the technotopiascenario that makes the emergence of megaelectric scenario

plausible is the potential for straightforwardcooperationamong the megautilities and the

various citizen groups andregulatory bodies. In returnfor steady profits, a reduction in price

pressures, and a much more predictablefuture, the megautilities are likely to agree to

increasedcitizen involvement. Indeed, in the technotopiascenario, competition has a dark side

and is not the primary goal of social policy, especially given the spectre of cataclysmic global

climate change. Thus, if the utilities could build and maintain credibility with the public, the

technotopia andmegaelectric scenarios could coexist.

6.3.7 Fortress State--Frozen in Headlights

These two scenarios bring to mind the command andcontrol government tactics of the 1950s,

with a utility industry only slightly different in organization from the industryof that time

period. Thus, at first glance, the two scenarios are at least institutionally consistent.

The big difference between the 1950s and the fortress-statescenario is the incredible pressure

on prices and rampantandextremely fickle consumerismthat makes long-term economic
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survival very problematic. In this atmosphere, it is conceivable that the frozen-in-headlights

scenario could occur because of the extreme consequencesfor incorrectfinancial decisions.

There would be plenty of apprehensionaboutmaking any decisions. On the other hand, the

pressures might be so extreme that the industrycould not resist change, andwould either

break up into numerousviciously competingpieces or quickly evolve into a more extreme

type of monopolistic industry.

6.3.8 Fortress State--Discomanla

Interestinglyenough, the seemingly unmanageablenatureof both the fortress-stateglobal

scenario andthe discomania utility scenario makes them very consistent. Instability, self-

interest, and lack of central control characterizethe fortress-state global scenario. Such a

society is inconsistentwith a centrally planned, highly integratedelectricity system that is

regulatedto serve common and widely held notions of public interest, in its place would

evolve a decentralized, unintegrated,and uncoordinatedsystem of providing electricity,

probablydominatedby small firms. This system, by necessity rather than choice, would

promote energy conservation and result in reductions in energy demand. The fortress-state

global scenario wouldalso promotea decentralized electricity generation, transmissionand

distributionsystem that is more resilientto anarchic situations--such as terrorism, riots, and

environmentaldisasters--than today's vertically integrated, centrally planned, and immutably

fixed system. Unfortunately, in the fortress-state scenario, equity and environmental concerns

will take a back seat to economic self-interest, so the equity and environmental concerns

hypothesized as partof the discomania utility industryscenario would be abandoned.

6.3.9 Fortress State--Megaelectric

On the other hand, as argued above, the fortress state couldjust as easily result in a more

monolith!c industry if price pressures act to eliminate competition in generationbefore the

industry becomes competitive in other areas (e.g., before the industrydisintegrates too far to

returnto its monopolistic days). This could happenif new competitors wilt under the price

pressures and if regulators in the fortress state allow, mostly through benign neglect, utilities

to compete unfairly.
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For their part, utilities could hold up their end of the bargainto reduceprices by reducing the

implementationof environmentalcontrols, reducing margins and maintenance investments,

etc. The two scenarios are inconsistent because the fortress-state scenario is unlikely to yield

new technologies to significantly improveeconomies of scale associated with the envisioned

regional power parks. Also, one could argue that ever larger and integratedregional utilities

need stable governments, sources of capital, stable and growing electricity demands, and

customerswho can pay their bills. The megautilitiesmight not enduredevastatingphysical

attacks against expensive physical assets. None of these conditions are to be found in the

fortress-state global scenario, although it has been pointed out that such utility industries do

exist in ratherchaotic political environments in the developing world.

6.3.10 Key Indicators

Among all the variables that compose the three global scenarios and three utility scenarios,

which ones in particularhold the key to the future? This is an extremely difficult questionto

answer because all the variables are boundtogether in a complex system of influences and

feedbacks. Fig. 6.1 only hints at the complexity. However, the discussions above indicatethat

there are three variables in particularthatcan be considered key indicatorsof the future:

global warming, utility technology, and competition.

If global warming is confirmed and if climate predictions are catastrophicwithout concerted

human response to reduce the emissions of greenhousegases, it is likely that the world will

rally around this crisis andevolve into the world envisioned by the technotopiascenario. The

societal will created to save the earth is utterly inconsistent with the fortress state scenario and

generally inconsistent with the market-based,have/have-notbusiness-as-usual world.

As stated above, the utility scenario most consistent with the technotopiascenario is

discomania because this scenario can support the renewable and small-scale energy

technologies requiredto reduceemissions. The major loss of power sales would drive

conventional utilities out of the generationbusiness. Once moving quickly down the slippery

slope of vertical disintegration, it is unlikely that utilities would hang on to transmission, too,

thereby making the frozen in headlights scenario very unlikely. Without new technologies that
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could supportnew economies of scale in electricity generation,the megaelectric scenario

would also be unlikely. In summary, global warming is a key variable, because if it comes to

pass in the near-future,it could strongly anddefinitively define the global and utility futures.

Utility technology is a second such defining variable, at least with respect to the utility

scenarios. If new technologies are developed that make nuclear, natural gas, or coal

technologies very inexpensive at large scales, if new transmissiontechnologies are developed

to make transmissionat long distances efficient, and if these technologies can be

environmentallybenign, then the industrywould naturally attemptto revertback to its

monopolistic heydays as envisioned in the megaelectric scenario. This could easily happen if

these technologies are implementedbefore competition in generationpushes the entire industry

toward the discomaniafuture. As indicatedabove, the mega-utility world is generally

consistent with each of the three global scenarios. Thus, in the absence of global warming and

given new technology, the megaelectric scenario would most likely come to pass.

The thirdvariable, competition, also representsthe larger state of society. If competition

becomes destructive, if incomes fall, if unemploymentis endemic, if workers are driven to

the brink, with the accompanying social trauma,the fortress state will most certainly evolve.

P_ple will be concerned about survival, not about the environment,not about developing

neat new technologies. If the price pressures are extreme, the currentutility world will not

survive (i.e., the frozen-in-headlights scenario will not come to pass). It is most likely that the

pressures will split up the industry into a survival-mode discomania scenario or possibly the

megaelectric scenario.

There are timing considerations among these three variables. If competitionbecomes

destructive,before global warming and its impendingcatastrophesare confirmed, then the

fortress-state scenario becomes most likely. If new, economy-of-scale technologies exist

before either destructive competition or global warming is confirmed, then the megaelectric

world would evolve; otherwise, the discomaniaworld would evolve.

As a last point, if global warmingis not confirmed, if competition is managed in a healthy

way, and if there are no new technological breakthroughsfavoring large-scale power
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generation, the business-as-usualscenario would appearmost likely. Currentconventional

wisdom would probablyview the resulting electric utility industryto fall somewhere between

the frozen-in-headlights anddiscomania scenarios, although these two scenarios appear to be

just valid predictions.

6.4 IRP AND THE SCENARIOS

This section ends the journey from trendsto scenarios to potential ramifications for IRP. The

discussion focuses on the possible value of IRP for each global-utility scenario pair.

Specifically, commentsare madeon the possible characteristics of the IRP process, foci for

planning processes, and usefulness of IRP results to utilities in the future. Table 6.3

summarizes the discussion.

To begin with, let us examine out the probablestructureof IRP in each of the utility

scenarios. In the frozen-in-headlightsscenario, the utility industryis mostly intact (i.e.,

substantiallyvertically integrated),with some external activities in generation and energy

services. Thus, for the most part,PUCs and other regulatory bodies could still efficiently deal

directly with utilities about the subject of IRP. Some provisions will need to be made to bring

the NUGs and ESCOs into the process for completeness. Of course, these provisions will not

be needed in the megaelectric scenario.

The IRi' process will need considerablemodification in the discomania world. If there are

regulatory agencies interested in 1RP, they will have to deal with numerous players. One way

to accomplish this task is to requirecompanies providing electricity services (from generation

to DSM) to submit informationabout their resources, assets, and plans that is needed for

regional IRP. These plans could containvery detailed inforn_ation,as one might expect to

happenunderthe technotopiascenario, very little informationprimarily related to financial

data(i.e., abouteconomic survival) underthe fortress-state scenario, or something in between

underthe business-as-usual scenario.
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Table 6.3. Relationships between IRP, global, and utility scenarios

i± iii iiii iii

Global Utility scenarios

Frozen in headlights Megaelectric Discomania
H ,H,,

Business as Similar to today; Similar content to Consists of reports
usual more focus on using today; focus is on from numerous

markets;more stress economic companies; focus is
on environment; efficiency; utilities market efficiency;
utilities use IPJj in use IRP in own reportsof little value
own planning planning to companies

Teclmotopia Similar content to Much more content Consists of detailed
today; more stress and explanation reportsfrom
on IRP process and than today; focus is numerous companies;
citizen involvement; on utility credibility focus is on
extreme focus on and environment; environment and
environwmt; utilities may not system reliability;
utilities use IRP in use IRP in own companies will make
own planning planning use of these reports

Fortress state Similar content to Much less content Consists of minimal
today; focus wholly than today; focus financial reportingby
on least cost; other on least cost; of companies; focus is
social objectives little value to financial viability;
ignored; utilities use utilities for own companies will not
IRP in own planning planning use these statements

The focus of IRP will vary widely across the global scenarios. For example, in the business-

as-usual world, IRPs will focus on the use of markets (frozen in headlights), and more

generally on economic efficiency in the other two scenarios (megaelectric and discomania). In

the technotopia world, people will be more concerned about citizen involvement and process

than today. Thus, in the frozen-in-headlights scenario, IRP will need to more clearlyinvolve

citizens and strive to show how utility plans meet explicitly articulated public preferences. In

addition to this challenge, IRPs in the megaelectric scenario will need to focus heavily on

building and maintaining utility credibility with the public (e.g., providing justification for

decisions in terms of the public good as opposed to bottom-line considerations). In the

discomania scenario, the information submitted by the various players will be used to create

an overall picture of how the public good will be furthered and how various players may need

to change their plans to improve the outlook for the future.
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With respect to the fortress statescenario, the focus of IRPs will be on least cost in the frozen

in headlight and megaelectric scenarios andthe financialviability of companies in the

discomania scenario. In other words, the IRPs will need to show how the utilities are

developing a mix of resources, capital investments, etc., that minimize the cost of electricity

to the customer.

Otheraspects of the IRPs will also differ among the scenarios. For example, environmental

protection will be extremely importantacross the board in the technotopiaworld, very

importantin the business as usual world, and of little importancein the fortress state world.

Thus, IRPs could resemble environmental impactstatements at one extreme (e.g., the

technotopia-megaelectricworld) and simply a list of environmental control costs at the other

(e.g., the fortress state-megaelectricworld).

Planning horizons follow a similar pattern. One would expect IRPs to have very long horizons

in technotopiaworld, moderatehorizons in the busines-as-usualworld, andvery short-term

horizons in the fortress-state world. In addition, uncertaintywould be much more important

the longer the time horizon. Thus, handling uncertaintyis paramount in the technotopia

world, of negligible consequence in the fortress-state world, and somewhere in between in the

business-as-usual world. One might expect the longest planning horizons in the technotopia-

megaelectricworld, and the shortest in the fortress state-discomania world. The technotopia-

discomania world would pose the most uncertaintyand the fortress state-discomaniawould,

pose the least.

How useful will the IRPs be underthe scenarios? Again, usefulness varies widely across the

board. One could hypothesize that regulators in the technotopiaworld will make good use of

the IRPs and develop their own plans andreactions to actionplans containedin the IRPs.

IRPs would probablybe most useful in the megaelectricworld, given its relative simplicity.

IRPs would also be of value to the regulatorsof the business as usual world. IRPs would be

of most use to regulatorsof the fortress state world in situations where command andconu_3l

could be exercised (e.g., the megaelectricworld) andof little value otherwise (e.g., the

discomania world).
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The IRPs will have varied usefulness for those who are preparing them, or at least

contributing information.Generally, the more time, thought, and detail put into the plans, the

more valuable they may be. Thus, the plans could be expected to be of the most value in the

technotopiaworld, followed by the business-u-usual world. It is unlikely that the plans would

be of much value to eompanies in the fortress-stateworld, given the minimal reporting

requirements. Across the utility scenarios, the megautilities could make most use of the plans

because they should be all-encompassing, whereas the players in the discomania world would

have the least use for • ._ormation.

In summary, IRP could take on widely different characteristicsdependingon the global

scenario and the utility scenario. IRPs could be producedas they are now, by one utility at a

time, or through a compilation of reportsof differing detail. More citizen involvement could

be requiredor less expected. IRPs may need to have longer time horizons, betterdeal with

uncertainty,andhave an extremely strongenvironmentalcomponent; or they may need short

time horizons, only briefly deal with uncertainty(because there is nothing anybody can do

about it anyway), andhave no environmentalcomponent. The IRPs could be of immense

value to the public, regulatorybodies, and the companies; or they could be of little value to

anyone.
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS ON THE FUTURE OF IRP RF_EARCH

In conclusion, there are several majortrendsshaping the future of the electric utility industry.

The biggest force appearsto be increasingcompetition in electricity generation. One could

argue thatglobal economic competition, which has caused majorchanges in our economy and

our society, has succeeded in creatingthe mind-set in the industryandwithin regulatory

bodies that competition should be encouragedandpursued within the industry. This mind-set

has combined with new modular generationtechnologies to eliminateeconomies of scale of

generationonce enjoyed by the utility monopolies. It seems as though only bureaucratic

inertiahas preventedwidespreadcompetition in generation.

Increasing competition is exerting pressurefor regulatoryreform. Competitive bidding is a

regulatory reform being widely adoptedto foster fair competition, but it also raises regulatory

issues. In the transmission area, there seem to be more regulatory issues arising with

increasing competition than there are regulatory responses. Additional complex regulatory

issues are associated with retail wheeling.

Electricity demand has the potential to significantly change its character as the U.S. economy

moves more to a service and information economy and as the U.S. populace changes in

household size, time-use behaviors, and the use of householdtechnologies. Utility technology

is advancing in some areas at a rapid rate (e.g., areas using advanced computer and

information technologies), whereas other areas still hold tantalizing potential (e.g.,

photovoltaics, fusion). Environmental controls and associated costs are continuing to grow in

importance.All these variables taken togetherproduce a large amountof uncertaintyabout the

future state of the electric utility industry.

The futureof U.S. society is also quite uncertain.Social problems continueto grow, and

seem to indicate the potential for even more drastic social change. While direct links between

social trends and the electric utility industryare difficult to forge, society does appearto set

parameters in which the electric utility industry exists (e.g., recent emphasis on competition,

environmentalcontrols). Many social variables affect electricity demand, and the major
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changes occurring in our society point to the possibility of greatly changed patterns of

demand, although probablynot very drasticchanges in the aggregate growth of O.$.

electricity demand.

Environmentalconcerns have been increasingover the past two decades, and many major

environmental issues are now regionalor global in naturerather than local. This points to a

need for more systemic andfar-reaching solutions. Electricity will no doubt play a role in the

environmentaldramathat Is unfolding, but it is unclear whetherthe ending will entail more or

less use of electricity. Another uncertaintyis how dire environmental problemswill become.

The future of the utility industry would be much differentdependingon the kinds andextent

of environmentalconcerns.

Overall, the future of the industry appearsto be caughtbetween the forces ouUinedin the

megaelectric anddiscomanla scenarios, with the frozen-in-headlightsscenario a possibility if

decision makerscannotdecide in which directionto turn. The state of the larger world, as

outlined in the three global scenarios, appearsto have a significant effect upon what course

the electric utility industry will follow. Three key variables were identified--global warming,

power industry technology, and competition--whose values could significantly affect which

global scenarios will occur.

What does this all meanfor IRP as practicedtoday by utilities andrequiredby public utility

commissions? The answer depends upon the global and utility scenarios one assumes will

occur. Basically, IRP could evolve into a much more detailed, environmentallyoriented,

citizen-centeredprocess that ent_Uslong planning horizons andsophisticateduncertainty

techniques (e.g., a technotopia-discomaniaworld) or it could devolve into an exercise of

minimumeffort requiringonly the reportingof financial informationandassurances that

consumer costs to consumers for electrical power are minimized (e.g., a fortress-state/frozen-

in-headlights world).

It is our recommendationthat researchand other efforts to improve IRP for the future adopt

an optimistic viewpoint, that the future world will have a strong and positive use for IRP of

some sort. Thus, it should be assumed that the technotopiaor business-as-usual global
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scenarios will occur along with any of the three utility scenarios. If one makes these

assumptions, then several other recommendationsaboutIRP fall into place. Specifically,

efforts should be considered to develop the following:

• improved ways to involve multiple parties in the IRP process (e.g., utilities, NUGs,

ESCOs);

• conceptsandmethodsto balance the need for IRPs to have firm statementsof planned

actions by identifiableparties versus relying on market-basedactivities that yield some

uncertaintyaboutwho might do what when (i.e., how to integrateIRP and

competition);

• improved process methods to increase meaningfulcitizen involvement andto produce

IRPs thatare more credible to the public and regulators;

• methods for regional IRP encompassingmultiple utilities in multiple service areas;

• improvedmethods to handle uncertaintyover long time horizons involving large

perceived societal risk, especially in cases involving multiple players andintricate

plans;

• recommendationsespecially for the discomania scenario concerning reporting

requirements(i.e., how to balanceplanning needs with business confidentiality);

• improved methods to incorporateenvironmentalconcerns, especially those involved

with global climate change; and

• betterapproachesto IRP thatwill make the plans more useful to the public,

regulators, andthe companies thatprovide input to the IRPs.
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In addition, efforts in thinkingabout the futureof IRP should be expandedto consider

changes in the regulatoryprocess and regulatorytools, of which IRP is only one tool.

Specifically, the following actions are recommended:

• Notions of public interestthat underlieIRP requirementsshould be explicitly stated.

• These notions of public interest should be analyzed over the global and utility

scenarios to determinewhether they might still hold true.

• New notions of public interest within the purview of regulation should be assessed

over the global and utility scenarios.

• These new notions of public interest should be assessed with respect to IRP to
i

determine whether IRP is relevantto achieving these public goals.

• The role of PUCs in representingthe public interestand in managing the IRP process

should be evaluated in light of the prior analyses.

• The potential roles for other and/or novel regulatorybodies should be assessed with

respect to representingnew public interests and managing modified and/or new IRP

processes.

• Tne potential use of other and/or novel regulatory tools by PUCs and/or other

regulatory bodies to achieve new notions of public interestacross the global and utility

scenarios should be explored.

It needs to be stressed that the global andutility scenarios presented herein are only six stories

of many potential stories about the future. Otherpeople could develop, and have developed,

different pictures aboutthe world and utility industrywhich could affect IRP in totally

differentways. Thus, there is definitely a need to continue the scenario work of this report,

work that should addressthe following questions:
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• What are the prospects for each global andutility industryscenario?

• Are these six scenarios internally consistent? Should they be revised, renamed, etc.?

• Are these six scenarios as consistent with themselves as possible (e.g., do the three

utility scenarios cover too broad a range or too narrow a range of possibilities)?

• What are the relationships between government and private sector science and

technology researchprogramsand the utility scenarios?

• What are the costs and benefits of new utility industry forms, given the various global

scenarios and perspectives?

• What skills are needed for the utility industry of the future, given the various

scenarios?

• How can DOE conduct an ongoing reconnaissance of the global and utility scenes to

better inform its decision making?

• How can the scenarios be made more informative? For example, the utility of the

future may in fact be an agglomerationof infrastructureservices (e.g., electricity,

electric technologies, naturalgas, energy efficiency, water, and sewage). Should these

other industriesbe researched more? Also, these scenarios do not explicitly account

for timing of change, and this might be important. For example, it is plausible that we

might end up with a revolutionarUydifferent utility industry,but only after a long

period of incremental, evolutionarychanges. What are the implications for planning

for this possibility as compared to the possibilities presented in the scenarios in this

paper?

• What are the risks, and who bears the risks, associated with actions, both private and

public, that are needed to maintain the current utility industry and/or promote other

utility industry forms?
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These questions can be studied separatelyor in various combinations. Also, it might be

worthwhile to consider building a modeling and databasesystem to supportthese analyses.

For example, a systems analysis model could be developed, using Fig. 6.1 a_ a beginning

point, that encompasses importantscenario components in positive and negative feedback

relationships. The model could assist in building internallyconsistent scenarios.

As another suggestion, the current ideas, trends, scenarios_ and assessments can be presented

to various utility, government, and consumer groups for comment. Tilis process is meant to

initiate informedconversation and dialogue among the interested parties.
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10. NOTES

1. This will be discussed in more detail when environmentaltrends are discussed.

2. The EP Act has provisions requiringthe Tennessee Valley Authority and the customers of the
WesternArea Power Administrationto performIRP. The act also requires non-IRP states to
consider adopting IRP, and in addition, it authorizesDOE grants to fund the rule-making for IRP
implementation. (Geller and Nadel 1993).

3. Independentpower developers are expected to contribute 150,000 MW of capacity
internationally by 2000. Meade and Poirier (1992) cite RCG/Hagler, Baiily, Inc. as their
source for this projection.

4. QFs are defined by PURPA as cogenerationfacilities of any size and plants under 80 MW
of capacity using renewable energy sources (biomass, geothermal, hydro, solar, waste, or
wind), provided that facilities are less than 50% owned by electric utilities or their affiliates.
Avoided cost is defined as what it would have otherwise cost the utility to generate the power
itself. The PURPA legislation is briefly reviewed in Appendix A.

5. Most observers expect FERC to promote increasedtransmission access to foster

competitive supplies of electricity. While FERC is not required to order access, many see
this as an insignificantdistinction (Williams 1993).

6. EWG status removes size and fuel restrictionson NUG suppliers. Transmission access
gives potential supplierseven greaterflexibility in selecting the size of new units, as well as
their sites. It allows them to producepower in a particular location whetherthe local utility
needs it or not, so long as another connected distributorneeds it and is successful in
persuadingor forcing (through FERC intervention)the i,_oalutility to give them access to it.
Flexibility in selecting the size andlocation of new generatin_units has become an important
issue over the past decade or so. In terms of size, the economi_ of scale of combined cycle
plants, which have become more economicalwith the fall in naturalgas prices, make
obtainingaccess to additionalmarketsworthwhile. OIamrinand Rader 1992) In terms of
location, not-in-my-back-yard(NIMBY) pressures can make expanded options in site selection
consequential. (Burr 1992b).

7. Eighty-three percent of the projects won through competitive bidding were NUG, while
the remaining2% percent were nonutility conservationprojects. Hamrinand Racier(1992)
cite Hope Robertson,Robertson's Current Competition, Stockton, N.J., May and August
1991.

8. IPPs are NUGs that generate electricity primarilyfor sale in wholesale markets, but do not
meet the requirementsfor QF status.

9. If utilities try to control an increase in demandby raising prices, they will drive customers
to competingsuppliers, losing that potentialrevenue. However, they may get those customers
back if energy demandshrinks and customerf want to return to a low, controlled price.
(I-lyman1988).
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10. Existing nuclear facilities will be the most likely exceptions to the economics of
continued operation because high managementand operating costs and costly upgrades make
these plants uncompetitive compared to other generating options. Utilities are expected to

retire some nuclear plants prior to the end of tl_eir40-year license periods. These nuclear
plants will be candidates for switching fuels or placing new units on fl_esites. However, it is
difficult to judge the extent to which utilities will be able to turn aging nuclear plants from
thorns in their side into valuable assets. Aging fossil plants, particularly coal plants made
uneconomic due to the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA), may have better prospects
for being resurrectedas "new and improved" plants.

11. ESCOs have proposed 921 MW of DSM projects and won 225 MW of contracts in
competitive bidding throughout the United States (220 MW were won in DSM-only bids).
While total megawatts awarded are small comparedto supply-side options, the success rate of
these ESCO DSM proposals is quite impressive--25% as compared to 7% for supply-side
proposals. It is projected that ESCOs could provide up to 4500 MW of DSM in as many as
70 utility service areas by the year 2000 (Meade and Roseman 1992).

12. The original motivation for such public joint-action power agencies was to finance an_
participate in large nuclear power projects.

13. Mandated RTGs were proposed as an alternativeto the FERC-ordered transmission
access provision of the 1992 Energy Policy Act (Williams 1993).

14. Non-energy-related diversifications have included everything from chemicals to insurance
to real estate to orange growing to shopliRing prevention. However, in stark contrast to
energy-related diversifications, almost every case of utility investment into unrelated business
in the 1970s and 1980s is considered a failed venture (Washington International 1993).

15. Creating (i.e., spinning off) generation subsidiaries in order to escape state-level
regulation, or simply to facilitate financing, has been tried with little success. Another similar
reorganization done by numerous utilities is sale-lease,backs, whereby ownership changes, but
the utility still operates the plant. Creating a wholesale entity out of particular generating
units may benefit shareholders, especially for cases in which the unit has been disallowed due
to overcapacity. The situation is similar for instances in which a utility wishes to extract itself
from a difficult nuclear situation by resurrectingthe plant as a nonnuclear (most likely coal)
NUG subsidiary unit.

16. A utility typically sells a generating facility because it is unable to include the full cost of
the facility in its rate base and earn a full currcat return. The proceeds from the sale of the
assets have typically been used to purchase outstanding securities ($eligson 1989). If
amortized units were sold, regulators would force utilities to share any profits with ratepayers.

17. For example, Wablco Environmental, an $DG&E subsidiary, has experienced
considerable growth by marketing environmental products and offering services internationally
as well as in the United States (Dasovich, Meyer, and Coe 1993).

1g. Note that a strong argument can be made that supplying electricity strictly through
vertically integrated utilities is more efficient, technically and theoretically speaking, than
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having generation suppliedby separate, competitive entities. For one thing, the vertically
integratedstructurehas lower transactioncosts as utilities do not have to negotiate complex
long-term contracts for a reliable andeconomic supply of electricity. Also, centralized
dispatchof supplies is less complex when only one local firm is involved.

19. Chew (1991) asserts that the existence of the buy option creates additionalrisks for
utilities, not credit erosion.

20. The EP Act also allows state PUCs to examine the books and records of EWGs and
affiliates that sell power to utilities under their jurisdiction.

21. Benchmark comparisonshave been used by FERC to assess the reasonablenessof utility
purchase prices from affiliate power producers (Tenenbaum,Lock, andBarker 1992). Using a
benchmarkfor regulatingthe performanceof all utility reso,_rceoptions is merely an
extension of the concept.

22. Such cross-subsidizationmay benefit captive customers if they would be faced with even
higher rates should large customersleave the system altogether. In that case, remaining
customerswould be squarely saddled with the utility's fixed costs, which may lead to another
roundof utility system by-pass by mobile customers, until only captive customers remain
(typically residentialcustomers).

23. As Wilirich (1991) states, "A utility is more likely to pursue gains for its customers if
there is also something in it for its shareholders." Willrich also notes that California has
adopted significant shareholder incentives for utilities to implementenergy efficiency
programs. Desirable change would accelerate if utilities were given similar shareholder
incentives to implementall-source bidding programs.

24. FERC has asked for public comment on whether to pursue such agreements (Williams
1993).

25. The intense competition of our global economy is expected to lead to pressures on
municipal governments to municipalizea local distributionsystem from business seeking to
cut costs. These pressures are predictedto be particularly great if the locality includes a large
industrial electricity customer (Washington International1993).

26. An experimentin pricing transmissionbased on actual flows has been proposed for
eastern U.S. and Canadian utilities belonging to the InterregionalTransmission Coordination
Forum. However, for the utilities to legally discuss pricing issues, they must receive
immunity from U.S. and Canadian antitrustlegislation.

27. FERC has statedthat it will approvetransmissiontariffs that include "legitimate and
verifiable" opportunitycosts.

28. Interestingly enough, the green pricing programwas recentlystalled at Southern
California Edison (SCE) due to potential problemswith the PUC. As an SCE representative
said, regulation can "delay and may prevent the offering of innovativeprograms, such as
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green pricing, to electric utility customers"(R. J. Walther,quoted in The Quad Report,
1993).

29. For example, the CaliforniaPUC intends to raise a utility's (Orange andRockland's)
returnon equity "as much as,t.05% for good [DSM] performance, and reduce it as much as
0.35 percentagepoints for poor performance .... [l]n Washington, D.C., the Public
Service Commission recently penalized Potomac Electric Power Co. by reducing the utility's
allowed rate of return because the utility failed to comply with its DSM directives" (Meade
and Roseman 1992). Meade andRoseman (1992) list the following features of incentive
programsin currentuse:

• compensationfor lost revenues due to lower electricity use through DSM
programs,

• includingportions of a utility's DSM expenditures into the rate base;

• decoupling utility earnings from sales andrecoupling revenues to customer
growth;

• shared savings, wherein a utility is paid a percentageof the difference
between the life-cycle cost of the DSM programand its avoided cost for
power conserved; and

• a cost-effective performance incentive, in which a utility's earningsdepend
on its performancerelative to a predetermined target for the cost-
effectiveness of the measures and programsemployed.

30. Utilities have also solicited set-aside, DSM-only bids.

31. As Renz (1993) states, "The interconnectedpower system is a single large, complex
electrical circuit. Its electrical flows are determined by the laws of physics. We can modify
flows somewhatby adjustingthe sources (and rearrangingthe connections), but this is a slow
and relatively ineffective mechanism."

32. The offer is good until 2000 or until all of the 300,000 Conservation andRenewable
Energy Reserve allowances have been granted.

33. A draft paperby Lee and Dummer (1993) shows a continuing increasing trendin PUCs
requiring the consideration of externalities. However, this trendmay reverse in the face of
competition.

34. The draftbill (S.1081) defines hydromodificationas a pollutantsubject to regulationas
such.

35. The NIMBY phenomenais well known. A striking example of the NOPE phenomena is
the cancellation by the Stateof New York and the New York Power Authority of a 20-year,
$12 billion contractto buy electricity from the proposed GreatWhale hydroelectric project in
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Canada. The reason for the cancellationwas environmentalgroup andpublic opposition due
to the potential environmentalimpactsof the large hydro project (Botts 1992).

36. EPRI has conductedscenario analysis more broadly on the electric power industry, as
summarized in a three-volume series entitled Customer 20/20:Breakin2 the FutureTrao--

(EPRI 1993a).

37. We are indebted to Jan Hamrinfor her suggestions for names for the global and utility
scenarios.

38. Research by Kahnet al. at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratorysupportsthis observation.
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